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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Yuqing Huang1
1
Laboratory of Nematology, Wageningen University and Research, the
Netherlands
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1. Biotic, abiotic and genetic perturbations
Within their natural environment organisms are continuously exposed to a wide range of
perturbations. These include abiotic factors like humidity, ambient temperature, and pH.
Examples of biotic factors are fungi, bacteria, and viruses. Exposure to (a)biotic factors
may give rise to physiological acclimation or genetic adaptation leading to differential
phenotypes including life-history and physiological traits [1-3]. Biotic and abiotic factors
may lead to stress if the duration and effect, or both, challenges the homeostasis of the
organism. Such conditions induce response pathways to better adapt and survive stressful
conditions. Many studies have focused on the developmental, metabolic, and life-history
effect of stressful biotic and abiotic perturbations across a wide range of species aiming
to unravel the underlying molecular and genetic mechanisms facilitating the response
against stress factors [3-7].
Apart from perturbations that are brought about by the biotic and abiotic environment,
also genetic changes can be perceived as perturbations. For example: gene knock-outs,
knock-downs, and genetic modifications can induce differential phenotypes including
effects on life-history and physiological traits. In the natural environment mutations
may arise spontaneously whereas under laboratory conditions, artificially induced
genetic perturbations can be studied such as mutational screens, gene editing, and RNA
interference (RNAi) [8]. This has provided a thorough understanding of molecular genetic
pathways including the effect of genetic perturbation at large scale with multiple factors
associated with a range of phenotypes in model organisms like yeast, flies, nematodes,
and mice [9].

2. Model organisms in perturbation research
Model organisms have played a key role in understanding the molecular genetic
mechanisms of biotic, abiotic, as well as genetic perturbations. It is practically impossible
to conduct such studies in non-model organisms in uncontrolled conditions such as in the
wild where environmental conditions are hard to standardize. Model organisms have been
widely studied for a number of reasons: they are easy to rear under laboratory conditions;
they have rapid life-cycles, high reproductive output, and relatively short generation
times [10]. Importantly, they share conserved/similar genetic pathways with many other
species including humans allowing for comparative research among species. Model
organisms such as yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster),
nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans), zebra fish (Danio rerio), and mice (Mus musculus) have
been widely studied with the aim to understand the effect of perturbations on life-history
and physiological traits.
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For instance, S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster have been thoroughly investigated for the
heat-stress response. Heat stress in yeast was used in growth research, to study prion
destabilization and post-heat stress cell division. Hsp chaperone (Hsp 104/70/40) and
proteins (Lsb 1/2) were identified to play an important role during the stress response.
These studies laid the foundation for investigating stress response pathways and resulted
in a better understanding how populations adapt to stress induced by prion formation
[11-13]. The heat-stress response has also been studied intensively in the fruit fly. For
instance, the adaptation to larval crowding by Hsp-70 expression improved the heat-stress
tolerance of D. melanogaster. The studies provided insight on how pre-adult conditions
influence the heat stress response and affect adult fitness [14]. The two examples of
important model organism-abiotic perturbation helped to understand the adaptation to
heat stressed environments at different phenotypic levels, like organismal growth and
lifespan.
Regarding biotic perturbation, C. elegans and the zebra fish have been relatively well
studied for microbiota interactions. The bacterial diet of C. elegans allows for studying
host-microbe interaction physiology, including fitness traits and pathogen responses
[15]. In addition, an anti-fungus response study in C. elegans revealed the importance of
evolutionary diversification of antimicrobial peptides [16]. In zebra fish, gut microbiota
have been increasingly studied. Although dominant phyla of zebra fish microbiota are
different from the ones in mammals, they share microbe colonization responses after
the treatment of antibiotics, drug administration and treatment with toxicants [17,18].
Overall, the examples of model organism-biotic perturbation provide insight on multilevel responses of organisms.
Regarding genetic perturbation, there is an overwhelming number of studies conducted
in a range of model species [19,20]. Just to name a few, mice (Mus musculus) have been
studied for gene editing using CRISPR/Cas9 technology to create mice mutants with the
aim to reveal genes involved in human disease such as cancer [21]. Gene editing in mice
was also applied from the perspective of improving and optimizing gene editing methods
[22]. In addition, the zebra fish was also applied in CRISPR-based approaches to edit gene
and understand the underlying mechanism of development and diseases [23]. In these
cases, genetic perturbation studies in model species aim to unravelling complex human
disease-related mechanisms.

3. Perturbation studies in C. elegans
C. elegans is a free living transparent nematode in temperate soil and has been widely
applied as a model organism in biological research over the past half century [24,25]. The
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fully sequenced nematode is tiny (1-2mm in length as adult) and has a relatively short
lifespan. It takes two days to develop an adult from hatching under laboratory conditions
at 20 ℃ [26]. C. elegans feeds on bacteria and has an average lifespan of 2-3 weeks
(Figure 1); within the populations, most animals exist as self-fertilizing hermaphrodites,
while males only exist at a percentage smaller than 0.1%. The self-fertilizing mode of
reproduction allows C. elegans nematodes to produce genetically identical progeny [26].
In this animal, both self-fertilizing and crossing are possible under laboratory conditions.

Figure 1. Life cycle of C. elegans Between egg and adult stage, there are four stages L1-L4. Unfavourable
conditions may trigger the development of dauers, a highly stress tolerant stage that may last for months.
(created with BioRender.com)

C. elegans has been intensively studied for all three types of perturbations. A wellstudied example of abiotic perturbation is the heat stress response having a profound
impact on all phenotypic traits [27,28]. Heat stress affects protein homeostasis and
results in protein misfolding and aggregation [29]. To reduce the deleterious effect and
cell damage, responses to heat are mediated by the Heat-Stress Response (HSR) [30]. A
set of inducible heat-stress proteins protect the organism cellular homeostatic process
such as HSP 70/90. This is tightly regulated by the pleiotropic HSF-1, a key transcriptional
regulator not only of the HSR but also of other pathways that are associated with lifespan
and autophagy [31]. Studies on the dynamics of gene expression of C. elegans under heat
stress, reported disruption of major developmental processes [27]. In addition, C. elegans
was also studied for a range of other abiotic perturbations. Molecular oxygen in C. elegans
regulates guanylate cyclase homologue gcy-35 [32]. Under abiotic perturbation of gravity,
motile and immobile nematodes showed aligned direction of swimming with the gravity
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direction, regardless liquid density. This provided insight into a system of environmental
sensing mechanisms [33].
Regarding biotic perturbations, C. elegans interacts with many pathogens in its natural
habitat [34]. Over the past decade natural virus infections have been well studied. The
Orsay virus was the first virus identified able to infect C. elegans [35,36] where it induces
specific response pathways including the Intracellular Pathogen Response (IPR), which
is also triggered by other proteotoxic stressors. Next to virus infections, the interaction
between C. elegans and other pathogens, such as the bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
and microsporidia Nematocida parisii, has also broadened our insight into host-pathogen
responses and pathogenesis in C. elegans [25]. P. aeruginosa is a pathogen virulent for
humans, and causes high morbidity and mortality [37]. Despite mammalian model
organisms applied in P. aeruginosa immune response study such as mice, C. elegans has
been developed as a non-mammalian model because of relatively low effort and time
costing. The C. elegans-P. aeruginosa interaction model involved pathogenesis related
research such as identification of the bacterial virulence factor [38]. As for N. parisii, it is the
first natural intracellular microsporidian pathogen defined in C. elegans and causes lethal
damage [39]. The C. elegans-N. parisii interaction model revealed intracellular pathogen
development and transmission, for instance the faecal-oral route of transmission, the key
phases of exit strategy, and more genetic details of the lifecycle in the hosts [40,41]. In sum,
C. elegans-biotic perturbation interactions, especially the interaction with pathogenic
perturbations, have received increased attention.
C. elegans is a very powerful model for studying genetic perturbations as well, including
gene editing [8]. For instance, genes have been knocked out by CRISPR/Cas9 technique
to study their function [42]. Importantly, human genes can be introgressed relatively
easily into the genome of C. elegans genome to assess their functional characteristics and
phenotypes. In particular this applies to human α-synuclein, which is a key protein in the
human neurodegenerative disorder (NGD) Parkinson’s disease (PD) [43]. PD is the second
most common NGD and its aetiology in humans is related to a lack of dopaminergic
neurons in the substantia nigra, which is due to α-synuclein-intraneuronal inclusions
[44,45]. The presence of Lewy bodies, senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs)
are present in (often aged) people with PD [46,47]. PD results in typical features such as
tremor, akinesia, and rigidity [48]. Synucleins are a group of proteins including alpha-,
beta- and gamma- synuclein [49,50]. The introgression of α-synuclein into C. elegans
allows for investigating the functional gene expression that is otherwise relatively difficult
to study in humans directly.
In sum, abiotic, biotic and genetic perturbations in C. elegans can be studied efficiently
for their response pathway and help to identify the biological mechanisms at different
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levels, such as system-level, tissue-level and cellular level. Studying human genes in C.
elegans that are associated with disease and aging disorders, and the pathogens that are
pathogenic for both human and C. elegans, may lead to a more in depth understanding
of the conserved pathways between humans and nematodes, providing candidate causal
gene, pathways, and mechanisms.

4. Genetic variation of response to perturbation
The response to perturbations in natural populations depends on the standing genetic
variation underlying the response pathways. Genetic variation, also known as variation
in polymorphisms within a species, can result from allele recombination, segregation
and mutation [51]. The perturbation response is a single complex phenotype or includes
multiple phenotypes that is determined by variation in the genotype, according to the
classic definition of Wilhelm Johannsen: the genotype of an organism gives rise to the
organism’s phenotype through the process of development, under the influence of the
environment [52,53]. Since inherited biological information is stored and transmitted as
genotype and expressed as phenotype, the underlying allelic maps provide the basis for
understanding the role of genetic variation or quantitative genetics.
Genetic variation is the abundant resource and basis for evolution, since the evolutionary
development of fitness depends on heritable genetic variation and change [54]. Genetic
variation Genotype-Phenotype (GxP) maps have been studied extensively for complex
phenotypes/traits [55]. Complex phenotypes may be controlled by multiple allelic variants,
and one allelic variant may control multiple phenotypes (pleiotropy) [56]. Understanding
the relation between phenotype and genotype is an essential topic in the field of genetics
including evolutionary, regulatory, metabolic, and signalling studies.
Apart from genetic variation (Figure 2A), environmental factors (abiotic and biotic
perturbations) affect the phenotype (Figure 2B). Genetically distinct individuals have
different perturbation responses due to genotype-environment interactions (GxE).
Moreover, exploring how genetic variation influences the expression of heritable
phenotypes under different environmental conditions has contributed to our
understanding of genetic adaptation and evolution [57].
Model organisms allow for systematically studying perturbation responses based on
genetic variation and environmental factors. Different strains and genotypes can be rapidly
developed via breeding and crossing, and subsequently measured for their phenotypes
and traits under controlled environments. The nematode C. elegans is a powerful model
organism to study genetic variation of perturbation responses. In C. elegans, recombinant
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inbred lines (RILs), introgression lines (ILs) and wild strains (isolates) provide rich and
versatile resources to study genetic variation in complex phenotypes such as perturbation
responses [58]. These panels have been used to map loci (quantitative trait loci (QTL)
and expression QTL (eQTL)) associated with a range of traits such as metabolism and
thermotolerance, just to name a few [58,59]. The C. elegans strain Bristol N2 is often used
as the canonical reference strains in research. In contrast, Hawaii CB4856 was often used
as a genetically divergent strain from N2 in research, and later more wild strains were
included as natural variation resource. Two-parent and multi-parent RIL panels from a
cross of wild strains were constructed to improve the mapping resolution [60-63]. The
development of genetic variation resources has facilitated the application of C. elegans as
a model organism in genetic variant phenotypic/genotypic research and the investigation
of candidate causal genes for specific traits.

Figure 2. Genotype-Environment-Phenotype interaction. Different phenotypes can result from
Genotype-Environment interactions: A: Under the same environmental condition, variant genotypes
result in different phenotypes ; B : Under different environmental conditions, a single genotype result in
distinct phenotypes. (created with BioRender.com)
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Apart from the standing genetic variation, the genetic variation can be hidden, it can
be unlocked under the influence of certain perturbations, a phenomenon called cryptic
genetic variation (CGV) [64]. Under normal conditions, CGV hardly affects phenotypes but
it does when abiotic, biotic or genetic perturbations open up the hidden genetic variation
[65]. The insight into CGV on both molecular and quantitative genetic phenotypes is still
under study, but the approaches for normal genetic variation study are available for CGV
as well, including QTL/eQTL mapping [66]. Overall, genetic variation is important in GxP
and GxE studies, and developed genetic approaches facilitate the construction of more
abundant genetic resources.

5. Scope of this thesis
This thesis aims to study the effect of abiotic, biotic, and genetic perturbations within
the context of genetic variation in C. elegans. While some previous studies addressed the
interaction between genetic variation and a single perturbation in C. elegans [67,68], we
take the next step by combining biotic and abiotic perturbations and genetic variation.
Next, we investigated the effect of genetic perturbation and genetic variation. Chapter
2 reviews the role of genetic variation in biotic perturbations by means of the response
of C. elegans to pathogenic microbiota infection. Within this chapter, the quantitative
genetic studies on C. elegans-pathogenic microbiota were discussed. Based on that, in
Chapter 3, abiotic perturbation (heat stress) and biotic perturbation (Orsay virus infection)
were combined and applied to genetically divergent strains (including wild strains for
phenotypic measurements and mutant strains for candidate gene selection). We then
addressed the genetic perturbation and genetic variation of C. elegans based on RILs with
human α-synuclein introgression in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Firstly, phenotypic traits were
measured in strains harbouring the introgressed human α-synuclein fusion and analysed
for phenotypic variance in Chapter 4. After confirming the phenotypic variance, a novel
population of RILs (αS RILs) was constructed in C. elegans with the human α-synuclein gene
inserted in the genome background, and measured for the same phenotype (α-synuclein
mRNA and protein expression) in the RILs. QTL mapping was applied in the phenotypic
study to find the causal region on both mRNA and protein expression level. Based on that,
we sequenced αS RILs in Chapter 5. We focused on the transcriptomic level, aiming to
identify the gene regulation, and polymorphic modifier of the genetic perturbation. The
mediator gene connecting phenotype in Chapter 4 (α-synuclein protein expression) and
genotype in Chapter 5 (microarray result) was identified. ILs and RILs were combined to
characterize the genetic modifiers. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the power and limitations
of genetic variation in model organism-perturbation interactions among C. elegans
populations and the quantitative analysis methods applied in the thesis.

Chapter 2

Genetic variation in Caenorhabditis
elegans responses to pathogenic
microbiota

Yuqing Huang1, Jan Kammenga1
1
Laboratory of Nematology, Wageningen University and Research, the
Netherlands

Published in Microorganisms 2020, 8(4), 618

The bacterivorous nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is an important model species
for understanding genetic variation of complex traits. So far, most studies involve
axenic laboratory settings using Escherichia coli as sole bacterial species. But over the
past decade, investigations into the genetic variation of responses to microbiota have

Abstract

received increased attention. Quantitative genetic analyses have revealed detailed
insight into loci, genetic variants and pathways in C. elegans underlying interactions
with bacteria, microsporidia and viruses. As various quantitative genetic platforms
and resources like CeNDR and WormQTL have been developed, we anticipate that
expanding C. elegans research along the lines of genetic variation will be a treasure
trove for opening up new insights into genetic pathways and gene functionality of
microbiota interactions.
Key words: C. elegans, microbiota, genetic variation
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1. C. elegans responses to microbiota
Caenorhabditis elegans (Nematoda; Rhabditidae) is a cosmopolitan hermaphroditic
nematode that thrives on bacteria in rotting plant material [25,69]. It was introduced as
a tractable species for biological research during the early seventies of the past century
[70], and since then it has been established as a widely used model species in biological
research. As a bacterivorous nematode, C. elegans populations can easily be reared in
the lab. Research using C. elegans has mainly investigated nematodes kept under axenic
laboratory conditions (i.e. populations are maintained in petri dishes at 20°C on agar
plates seeded with Escherichia coli as food source) that are devoid of interactions with
natural pathogens. Microbiota provide C. elegans with nutrients, but they may also be
pathogenic leading to decreased growth and fitness of nematodes [71]. Over the past few
years, there has been a growing interest in unraveling the interaction between C. elegans
and its pathogenic microbiota like microsporidia, bacteria and viruses, with the aim to
better understand C. elegans ecology away from E.coli [34,72]. The C. elegans microbiota
community normally inhabits or is closely associated with the nematode [73]. Recently, it
was reported that the microbiota are able to synthesize essential nutrients for C. elegans
and that the microbiota assembly is highly dynamic in time and species composition
[74]. Understanding the interactions between C. elegans and microbiota may further
help to gain a deeper insight of microbiota interactions in other species. This comes at an
important moment since it is increasingly realized that microbiota play in an important
role in metazoan health [75].

2. Genetic variation in C. elegans as the basis to understand
microbiota interactions
The vast majority of C. elegans microbiota studies are host-pathogen interaction studies
and have been limited to elucidating the molecular mechanism of host-pathogen
interaction using a single C. elegans wild type strain, the canonical strain Bristol N2 [76]. Yet,
studying genetically variable C. elegans strains will provide a broader view on the genetic
architecture of host-pathogen interactions (Table 1). Over the past two decades, C. elegans
has been established as a platform for studying the genetic architecture of complex traits
using quantitative genetic analyses based on genetic variation [58,77]. A range of complex
phenotypes have been mapped to loci and genetic variants using genetic linkage studies
or genome wide association approaches [61]. The C. elegans Natural Diversity Resource
(CeNDR) was established to collect all genetic and genomic studies based on wild strains
thus facilitating genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [78]. It is a comprehensive data
platform showing the genetic variation of C. elegans worldwide and facilitating genomewide association analyses. Recently WormQTL was launched, a platform for systems
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genetics in C. elegans [79]. Next to this, genetic resources such as recombinant inbred line
(RIL) populations and introgression line (IL) populations derived from wild type Bristol
N2 and Hawaii CB4856, or other wild strains, were constructed to unravel quantitative
trait variants or genetic architectures [80]. For instance, two multi-parent RIL panels were
constructed derived from either four and eight parental wild strains. The QTL mapping
panel C. elegans eight-parental experimental evolution (CeMEE) panel contains more than
500 RILs (see abbreviation form below the text). CeMEE has already been applied in C.
elegans research to understand the genetic basis of heritability and complex phenotypes
like fertility and the hermaphrodite body size during reproduction [61,77,81]. Another
four-parental population of recombinant inbred lines was derived from wild type strains
that together captured genetic variation on a local scale [61]. Several studies using a
range of these genetic resources have been used to study the genetic variation regarding
the C. elegans-microbiota interactions (Table 1). These studies will be discussed in more
detail below.
Table 1. Quantitative genetic studies of C. elegans-microbiota interactions.
Microbiota

Species

Bacteria

B. thuringiensis

P. aeruginosa
S. marcescens
Microsporidia

N. ironsii
N. ironsii

Virus

Orsay virus

Phenotypes
Behaviour response
(evasion and reduced
parasite ingestion)
Behaviour response
(oxygen-dependent
behavioural avoidance)
Odor attractiveness
Ability of clearing infection;
initial colonization of
Nematocida
Resistance in young L1
larvae
Susceptibility

Strains of C.
elegans

Reference

Ten wild strains;
RILs and ILs

[82]

RILs and ILs

[83]

CB4856 and N2

[84]

CB4856 and N2

[85,86]

CB4856 and N2

[85-87]

N2 and JU1580; ILs
(GWAS)

[35]

RILs: recombinant inbred lines; ILs: introgression lines; GWAS: genome wide association study.

3. C. elegans-bacteria interactions
Of all C. elegans microbiota groups, bacteria are the most well studied. Bacteria may
serve as food and/or may be pathogenic to C. elegans. The most abundant bacteria
studied include Gammaproteobacteria (Enterobacteriaceae, Pseudomonaceae, and
Xanthomonodaceae) and Bacteroidetes (Sphingobacteriaceae, Weeksellaaceae,
Flavobacteriaceae) complemented with a few Acetobacteriaceae [88,89]. Proteobacteria,
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Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteria are bacterial phyla found living in the same
habitat as C. elegans [90]. C. elegans populations thrive well on these bacteria, and some of
these bacteria may even increase resistance to abiotic and biotic stress factors, including
pathogen infection [88,91]. C. elegans is able to avoid pathogenic bacteria Pseudomonas
aeruginosa through aversive olfactory learning. This ability could be transmitted to next
generations under the function of Piwi/PRG-1, thus improving the fitness of the progeny
[92]. Besides, innate pathways are also under investigation [93]. Pseudomonas vranovensis
is a natural pathogen of C. elegans, parental exposure of C. elegans to P. vranovensis
upregulates the cysteine synthases CYSL-1 and CYSL-2 and the regulator of hypoxia
inducible factor RHY-1, which promotes the resistance of progeny to infection [94].
Besides variant strains, sex differences in C. elegans also have impact on the resistance to B.
thuringiensis [95]. Under infection pressure from B. thuringiensis, males of C. elegans have
lower resistance and survival than hermaphrodites. Next to this, proteome levels in C.
elegans differ depending on the type of bacteria that they feed on [76], like Ochrobactrum
spp. (MYb71, MYb237) or E.coli OP50.
Schulenburg and Muller (2004) showed that genetic variation affects infection of C. elegans
by a parasitic strain of Gram-positive B. thuringiensis using ten wild strains [82]. Their analyses
revealed genetic variation for behavioral responses as an important defensive factor in C.
elegans. Here the behavioral trait comprised evasion and reduced parasite ingestion. As
to the gene level, different quantitative genetic studies have identified the neuropeptide
Y receptor gene, npr-1, as a major pleiotropic determinant regarding bacterial food intake.
Natural variation in npr-1 was first reported to modify social behavior and responses to
food [96]. Later, it was reported that polymorphic npr-1 affected behavioral responses to
the Gram-negative pathogen P. aeruginosa by means of oxygen-dependent behavioral
avoidance rather than direct regulation of innate immunity [83]. Nakad et al. (2016)
investigated the role of npr-1 in C. elegans exposed to B. thuringiensis and P. aeruginosa
using quantitative trait loci (QTL) analyses of behavioral immune defense and RNAseqbased transcriptomics using recombinant inbred lines and introgression lines [97]. Several
QTLs were detected including one on chromosome X harbouring npr-1. The wild type
N2 allele was found to be associated with reduced defense against B. thuringiensis and
had an opposite phenotype to that previously mapped for the N2 npr-1 allele against P.
aeruginosa. Global gene expression profiling suggested that npr-1 plays an important role
against both pathogenic bacteria through p38 MAPK signaling, insulin-like signaling, and
C-type lectins.
The reduced sensitivity to P. aeruginosa was associated with the induction of oxidative
stress genes and activation of GATA transcription factors. In contrast, oxidative stress
gene suppression combined with activation of Ebox transcription factors determined B.
thuringiensis effects. Like npr-1, genetic variation in other genes related to neuronal functions
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was found to play a key role in detecting food-related cues, like tyra-1, encoding a G proteincoupled catecholamine receptor [98]. Interestingly, npr-1 was found to control a range of
phenotypic differences through behavioral avoidance of ambient oxygen concentrations to
growth and physiology. Together these results show that genetic variation in npr-1 gives rise
to pleiotropic effects that are associated with bacterial food [99].
Next to npr-1, Chang et al. (2011) found polymorphisms in a HECT domain-containing E3
ubiquitin ligase, HECW-1. Two polymorphisms close to residues of HECW-1 each affected
C. elegans behavioral avoidance exposed to P. aeruginosa [100]. The resistance of C.
elegans to P. aeruginosa is achieved by avoidance instead of physiological stress pathways.
Neuronal analysis pointed out that HECW-1 functions in two of sensory neurons against P.
aeruginosa through inhibition of the neuropeptide receptor NPR-110.
In C. elegans-bacteria interaction studies, QTL analysis was not only used to study npr-1
but also to detect other genetic variants. For example, it was found that the ability of C.
elegans to sense bacteria also differed among different strains of C. elegans. The odor of
Serratia marcescens is more attractive to Bristol N2 than Hawaii CB4856. In this case QTL
analysis helped to define the region that interacts and affects S. marcescens preference
based on RILs [84]. In sum genetic variation study of C. elegans-microbiota systems were
mostly researched in bacteria till now, the results varied from gene level to behavior
level, expanding the insight into different host mechanisms in C. elegans against bacterial
pathogen.

4. C. elegans-microsporidia interactions
Microsporidia are a group of eukaryotic intracellular pathogens comprising more than a
thousand species that are associated with a wide host range [101]. Nematocida parisii was
the first microsporidian species found to infect C. elegans and causes lethal infections.
The mechanism of microsporidia to invade host tissue is mainly achieved by restructuring
multicellular host tissues into syncytia and proliferating cells across the host tissue
cells before forming spores [102]. As N. parisii has been isolated from wild C. elegans, C.
elegans-N. parisii interactions have become an important model for studying both the
infection process of pathogen and response of the host. The response of C. elegans to
N. parisii involves a transcriptional response named intracellular pathogen response
(IPR) that can be triggered by proteotoxic stress to improve the resistance to the stress
[103]. This response results in upregulation of 80 so-called IPR genes regulated by genes
pals-22 and pals-25 [104]. Whilst studying natural pathogens of C. elegans, including
microsporidia, it was found that IPR involves gene pals-22 and pals-25 that play an
essential role in combatting pathogens. Mutation of pals-22 showed increased resistance
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to microsporidia infection as well as virus infection. However, mutants of pals-25 showed
suppressed phenotypes caused by mutation in pals-22, including increased IPR gene
expression, thermotolerance, and immunity against natural pathogens. Gene pals-22 was
proved to repress expression of some ubiquitin ligase complex components and other IPR
genes [104].
Microsporidia are transmitted horizontally and replicate predominantly in intestinal cells
in C. elegans. But among different species of microsporidia, host range [105], virulence
[102], and tissue tropism strongly differ [106]. For example, N. parisii only invades and
replicates in the intestinal cells of C. elegans, while Nematocida displodere is able to infect
multiple host tissues [106]. Besides, some IPR genes regulated by N. parisii in C. elegans
were hardly induced by Nematocida ausubeli, suggesting it may evolve to counteract
with the host response [105]. At the meantime, among different species of nematodes,
their responses to microsporidia are not the same as well. For instance, after three days of
infection, for C. elegans and C. briggsae 50% of the worms were infected, while for Oscheius
tipulae no infectious behavior was found [105].
Genetic variation in epithelial immunity was found in C. elegans after infection of the
intestines by Nematocida ironsii [85-87]. Wild type CB4856 displayed a higher clearing and
resistance to infection than wild type Bristol N2, and this difference was specifically found
in their young larvae. It was concluded that this antagonistic pleiotropic effect in CB4856
enables a higher progeny later in life and leads to a selective advantage under laboratory
conditions. In the study, resistance was mapped to four genomic loci and two of these
loci influencing resistance were confirmed [87]. Overall the quantitative genetic study
revealed that resistance to microsporidia early in the life of C. elegans is a complex trait
associated with higher reproductive output later in life, thus enhancing overall fitness.
Currently, only few genetic variation studies of microsporidia infections in C. elegans have
been conducted. More research into the genetic variants affecting epithelial tolerance is
required since the epithelium plays a major role in host-pathogen interactions.

5. C. elegans-virus interactions
Study on C. elegans-virus interactions was hampered by the lack of a naturally infectious
virus until 2011 when Orsay virus was found [35,107]. Orsay virus is a single-stranded RNA
(ssRNA) positive-strand virus related to the family Nodaviridae [108]. It is the first virus
found to naturally intracellularly infect and complete its whole life cycle in C. elegans
intestinal cells [35,109]. Orsay virus consists of two segments, the RNA1 segment encodes
viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) and the RNA2 segment encodes capsid
protein and one additional ORF of 332 amino acids at 3’ end, called delta (ORF δ) [109,110].
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And ORF δ is important for nonlytic viral egress [111,112]. Contrary to most Nodaviruses,
Orsay virus does not contain a RNA-3 translated suppressor for RNAi, and RNA2-encoded
protein also lacks RNAi suppression function [113].
Many pathogens of C. elegans share the same target tissue, the intestine [110]. Orsay virus
is no exception. The intestine in C. elegans, consists of 20 cells, holding a proportion of one
third of somatic mass, and is essential for absorbing nutrient and producing food derived
macromolecule [109]. It was found that intestinal cells showed high susceptibility when
infected by virus, while few cells from the entire host tissue were infected [109]. Orsay virus
affects the intestinal region of nematode which is mainly reflected by the disappearance
of cell structures like storage granules, and extensive convolutions of the apical intestinal
border. However due to lack of the adaptive immune system and specialized immune
cells, the defense against virus infection critically depends on epithelial cells. Interestingly,
the key anatomical features of the epithelium are conserved between C. elegans and
mammals [114] which allows studies in C. elegans to be translated to higher species.
Orsay virus infection also triggers the IPR pathway. The exposure to Orsay virus led to
upregulation of SCF ubiquitin ligase components, such as the cullin ortholog CUL-6. The
ubiquitylation components, the proteasome, and the autophagy pathway are all important
for defense against viral infection [115]. However, although C. elegans-Orsay virus and
C. elegans-microsporidia interaction pathways both belong to IPR, there is a difference
between the two pathogens. The C. elegans RIG-I-like receptor DRH-1 was proved to
be necessary for inducing IPR when infected by Orsay virus, but not for microsporidia
infection or proteotoxic stress [103]. DEGs identified responsible for immune response
within C. elegans-microsporidia and C. elegans-Orsay virus interactions were also not the
same.
The intra-species susceptibility to Orsay virus of C. elegans is highly variant [116,117],
as different C. elegans strains have distinct susceptibilities when faced with Orsay virus
infection. Studies into the genetic variation to Orsay virus infection revealed that DRH-1,
encoding a RIG-I-like helicase, is required for the initiation of an antiviral RNAi pathway
and the generation of virus-derived siRNAs (viRNAs) [116]. Wild type Bristol N2, was more
resistant than strain JU1580 as it accumulates 50-100 fold less viral RNA inside at young
adult stage [35]. The difference was also shown for L2-L4 nematodes, as the final viral load
of JU1580 was significantly higher than Bristol N2. It was noted that there were offspring
right before measuring viral load, thus maybe N2 progeny might lose vertical transmitted
infection after several generations, while JU1580 progeny remains infected [117]. In any
case, the difference regarding viral susceptibility is affected by genetic variation, thus
research on polymorphic loci is essential for identification of causal loci. GWAS analysis
is often applied for detection of polymorphic variants which could link genetic variation
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with phenotypes. Subsequently inbred lines and introgression lines can be generated by
crossing different wild types of C. elegans [118]. For instance, experiments using GWAS
and introgression lines proved that a drh-1 polymorphism is involved in viral susceptibility
[116]. In sum, based on C. elegans genetic variation studies involving Orsay virus, insight
into antiviral immunity in C. elegans was developed and more detail in viral infection and
host response was revealed.

6. Conclusion and Future outlook
Quantitative genetic analyses into different C. elegans genotypes of pathogenic microbiota
interactions can be complementary to studying interactions in a single genotype.
Studying microbiota interactions across multiple genotypes allows for unraveling the
genetic architecture of these interactions.
Mapping of genetic variation is an essential tool to investigate the genetic basis of
complex traits that underlie the interaction between C. elegans and its associated
microbiota. Resources like CeNDR, in combination with QTL studies could provide more
insight of gene function and evolutionary studies. To overcome the limitation of RILs that
were derived from a combination of two parental strains (usually Bristol N2 and Hawaii
CB4856), multiparent populations like CeMEE and the four parental population panel can
improve the power of detecting natural genetic variants [61].
In the future, with the application of advanced methods of quantitative genetics study,
genetic variation of C. elegans could be more explored to reveal the genetic architecture
of variants relating to complex microbiota related traits. This may promote the study of
the underlying molecular genetic mechanisms at, for instance, the metabolic and protein
levels. Further it may aid to understand how microbiota influence the fitness of C. elegans
and how functional genes affect the microbiota interactions. For example, a recent study
on nematode-trapping fungi (NTF) demonstrated the trap induction, involving G-protein
β-subunit Gpb 1, plays as fitness character in NTF family [119]. A next step would be to
combine different microbiota like bacteria and viruses in order to assess their impact
simultaneously. Together they could be exploited to obtain knowledge on both molecular
and evolutionary aspects of host-microbiota interactions, including but not limited to
microsporidia, bacteria and viruses. Thus, it would provide more information on how
organisms in nature adjust and evolve in the interaction with its microbiota.
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The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has been a versatile model for understanding
the molecular responses to abiotic stress and pathogens. In particular, the response
to heat stress and virus infection has been studied in detail. The Orsay virus (OrV)
is a natural virus of C. elegans and infection leads to intracellular infection and
proteostatic stress, which activates the intracellular pathogen response (IPR). IPR
related gene expression is regulated by the genes pals-22 and pals-25, which also
control thermotolerance and immunity against other natural pathogens. So far,
we have a limited understanding of the molecular responses upon the combined
exposure to heat stress and virus infection. We test the hypothesis that the response
of C. elegans to OrV infection and heat stress are co-regulated and may affect each

Abstract

other. We conducted a combined heat-stress-virus infection assay and found that
after applying heat stress, the susceptibility of C. elegans to OrV was decreased. This
difference was found across different wild types of C. elegans. Transcriptome analysis
revealed a list of potential candidate genes associated with heat stress and OrV
infection. Subsequent mutant screens suggest that pals-22 provides a link between
viral response and heat stress, leading to enhanced OrV tolerance of C. elegans after
heat stress.
Keywords: C. elegans; Orsay virus; heat stress
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1. Introduction
Caenorhabditis elegans is a free-living bacterivorous nematode, and natural populations
are closely associated with decaying organic matter. This leads to a continuous exposure
to many different (a)biotic factors, including pathogens [71]. Abiotic factors include
ambient temperature, moisture conditions and osmotic changes among many others.
Pathogens include a range of bacteria, fungi, microsporidia, and viruses [34]. Many
of these abiotic and biotic challenges disturb proteostasis and trigger intrinsic stress
responses. Maintaining proteostasis is essential for survival, and multiple stress response
pathways are involved in protecting C. elegans from these negative stress effects. In
the laboratory, C. elegans has served as a model species to understand the molecular
responses of abiotic stress and pathogens, which is facilitated by its completely sequenced
and annotated genome, genetic tractability, transparent body, ease of cultivation in the
lab, and its relatively short developmental period [25]. Different pathogens affecting C.
elegans have been studied in the laboratory, including microsporidia, bacteria, and a virus
[71]. Among these pathogens, the Orsay virus (OrV) is currently the only virus known that
naturally infects C. elegans. OrV infection triggers three antiviral defense mechanisms: the
RNA interference (RNAi) response, the uridylation responses, and the Integrated Pathogen
Response (IPR), an innate transcriptional response [103]. The IPR pathway is regulated
by the antagonistic pals-22 and pals-25 genes, members of a family of divergent genes
defined by the presence of an ALS2CR12 domain. pals-22 is a repressor of the IPR pathway,
whereas pals-25 is a positive regulator [104,120].
In addition to viral infection as a well-studied biotic factor, the response to abiotic
factor heat stress (HS) has been thoroughly investigated in C. elegans. HS refers to the
temperature conditions of the ambient environment exceeding the optimal range of an
organism, which might lead to the perturbation of cellular function thus causing protein
damage and aggregation and the formation of toxic protein oligomers [121,122]. To
combat the effect of HS, processes like autophagy and the heat-stress response (HSR)
maintain proteostasis [120,123]. HS induces the HSR, including the activation of the heat
shock factor HSF-1 to form oligomers. Once HSF-1 is oligomerized, it translocates to the
nucleus and activates the HSR, after which these HSR proteins prevent the formation of
misfolded protein oligomers and help to refold misfolded proteins [124,125].
The IPR and HSR share particular protective functions, namely both processes protect C.
elegans from proteostatic stress. This can be illustrated by the loss-of-function mutation of
the IPR repressor pals-22 that leads to enhanced thermotolerance and increased resistance
against natural intracellular pathogens [104,120]. Given that the IPR and HSR have these
gene functionalities in common, we hypothesize that a shared mechanism or link might
be present. To gain more insight into this potential link, we combined OrV infection
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with HS exposure in C. elegans. The goal was to investigate whether HS influences the
OrV susceptibility of C. elegans. We studied the most widely used reference strain, wildtype Bristol N2 (N2), the natural OrV sensitive strain, wild-type JU1580, in which OrV was
originally found [35] and wild-types JU1511 and CB4856. Our results show that HS reduces
the susceptibility of C. elegans to OrV infection and suggest that pals-22 plays an important
role in this process. The outcomes suggest that the effect of HS on viral sensitivity may
differ across different wild type genetic backgrounds.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Nematode culturing and Strains
Hermaphrodites of C. elegans strains N2, JU1580, CB4856, and JU1511 were kept under
standard conditions at 20 °C on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) seeded with Escherichia
coli OP50 as a food resource. For stage synchronizing, starved worm populations were
bleached with a mixture of NaOH, Milli Q, and bleach, and the eggs were then transferred
to fresh 9 cm 2x NGM (double density of agar) plates. Worm eggs were incubated for 20 h
at 20 °C until the L1 stage [117].
Mutant strains RB1330 npr-1 (ok1447), VC3467 hsp-1 (ok1371), RB1099 hsp12.6 (ok1077),
and RB791 hsp-16.48 (ok577) were ordered from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center
(CGC), and RB791 and RB1330 were then backcrossed with our laboratory strain N2 for
six generations to replace the genome background with our N2 by more than 99%.
Genotypes were checked with PCR (Supplementary Table 2) using primers suggested by
the CGC. ERT356 pals-22 (jy1) and ERT463 pals-22 pals-25 (jy1jy11) mutants were previously
constructed using an EMS screen [104].

2.2. OrV infection and HS experiment
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1a. OrV stock was obtained by incubating
previously infected JU1580 populations [35]. By means of a viral dose–response curve,
we selected the efficient volume 50 µL virus stock in a per 500 µL infection mixture (the
lowest volume needed to reach the maximum viral replication). During all OrV infection
experiments, 9 cm 2× NGM plates were used to incubate the worms. For collection, there
were about 400 L1 stage worms on each plate.
For infecting C. elegans, a liquid infection assay was applied using L1 stage worms [117].
Briefly, plates were rinsed from the plates with M9 buffer, collected in Eppendorf tubes,
and centrifuged for a short time to pellet the worms. Thereafter the buffer was removed,
and 500 µL of infection solution (350 µL of M9, 50 µL of virus stock, and 100 µL of OP50
in luria broth (LB)) or mock solution (400 µL of M9 and 100 µL of OP50 in LB) was added.
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The worms were incubated in infection solution for 1 h in Eppendorf tubes at room
temperature and were regularly mixed to infect them with OrV. Next, the worms were
pelleted through centrifugation, and after washing thrice with M9, the supernatant was
removed ([80], p. 58) Worms were spread to fresh plates for further incubation.
A

3

B

Figure 1. Viral load of JU1580 and N2 under combined HS and OrV infection (a) and timeline of
the three experimental treatments. (b) The viral load of JU1580 and N2 under heat stress (HS). Con-OrV:
Orsay virus infection; HS-OrV: HS before Orsay virus infection; OrV-HS: HS after Orsay virus infection.
Dots: infected biological replicates. *: significantly different, Tukey HSD test, p < 0.05.
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To address the effect of HS on OrV infection, we conducted an experiment exposing C.
elegans to both stressors. Because the order of the HS applications might influence the
viral load, HS was applied 3 h before OrV infection. In the second treatment, HS was
applied at 3 h post OrV infection (Figure 1a). OrV infections without HS treatment were
included as controls.
For the HS experiment, the temperature was set to 35 °C for 2 h in a climate cabinet
(Elbanton) because it would trigger the HSR without killing the worm [62], which is
necessary for later OrV infection. First, bleached eggs were hatched at 20 °C and grown
for 20 h. Subsequently, for the control treatment, the OrV infection started after 23 h. For
the HS–OrV treatment, from 20 h, the worms were grown at HS (35 °C for 2 h), after which
they were allowed to recover (20 °C for 1 h). After that, the OrV started at the same time as
the control at 23 h. For the OrV–HS treatment, the OrV started at 23 h, and the HS recovery
phase was then applied. Subsequently, 30 h after OrV infection (L4 stage to early adult),
the samples were collected by flash freezing the worms washed with M9 buffer on NGM
plates using liquid nitrogen. Samples were stored at −80 °C until RNA isolation, cDNA
synthesis, and RT-qPCR analysis.
For the N2 and JU1580 experiments, nine biological replicates were applied. For the
N2 and JU1511 experiments, seven biological replicates were applied. For the mutant
experiments and gene expression experiments, seven biological replicates were applied.
During the experimental process, two technical replicates per strain were applied, and
before freezing, the two replicates were combined. For all viral experiments, only infected
replicates were displayed in the results because we are not able to rule out the possibility
that a lack of infection may stem from technical errors.

2.3. Microarray experiment
To explore the potential genes associated with lower OrV susceptibility after HS, the
global gene expression profile was measured using microarray analysis. Gene expression
was measured in the strains N2 and CB4856, as these genotypes have been well-studied
in regard to their gene-expression responses to temperature changes and HS [59,62,126].
Although the microarrays were originally designed for the N2 strain, they can be used
for the CB4856 strain [64,127]. Additionally, we chose CB4856 and not JU1580 because
the latter genotype is not as well-characterized as CB4856, and therefore, we have less
insight into differential hybridization effects based on genotype [127]. For the microarray
experiment, the worms were treated as shown in Supplementary Figure 1, with HS at 46
h (if HS is involved in the treatment), OrV infection at 50 h, and sampling at 80 h. For the
mock treatment, a mock-infection solution was used instead of the virus stock. This mockinfection solution was prepared in the same manner as the virus stock, with the difference
being that the lysed nematodes (strain JU1580) were healthy instead of infected.
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N2 and CB4856 were each fitted to four microarrays, with four treatments for each strain.
Each strain had a sample that was treated with both HS and OrV infection, one with HS
and mock-infected, one that was OrV infected only, and one that only underwent a mock
infection.

2.4. Microarray labelling and scanning
The microarray experiment was conducted as described previously [27]. In short, the
‘Two-Color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis; Low Input Quick Amp Labeling’
protocol, version 6.0 from Agilent (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used.
For measuring expression, the C. elegans (V2) Gene Expression Microarray 4 × 44k chips
were used (Agilent). Scanning was done with an Agilent High Resolution C Scanner. For
extraction, we used Feature Extract (v. 10.7.1.1).

2.5. Microarray data processing
The extracted intensities were processed as recommended and using the Loess method
for within-array normalization and the Quantile method for between-array normalization
[128,129]. The values were log2-transformed, and a ratio with the mean was also calculated
based on formula:
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 (
)
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

where R is the log2 relative expression of spot i (i = 1, 2, …, 45,220) for sample j, and y is the
intensity (not the log2-transformed intensity) of spot i in sample j.

2.6. Microarray data analysis
Only a single sample was available for each treatment because the microarray data were
used for exploratory purposes. Therefore, a combination of correlation analysis and principal
component analysis was used to understand the consistency of the data. Correlation analysis
(Pearson) and principal component analysis were conducted on the normalized log2 (of the
raw intensity data) relative expression using cor and prcomp (with scale. = TRUE) in “R”.
To identify affected genes, gene expression fold-changes were calculated for the
comparisons of N2–control–mock versus N2–control–infected, N2–heat stress–mock
versus N2–heat stress–infected, CB4856–control–mock versus CB4856–control–infected,
and CB4856–heat stress–mock versus CB4856–heat stress–infected. Thereafter, we took
the median FC over all of the spots detecting the same gene. These were compared at
the cut-off of |FC| > 1 and specifically for genes known to be involved in (a)biotic stress,
including hsp- and pals- genes. The OrV-affected genes were selected from [130], and the
heat-stress involved genes were selected from [27].
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2.7. Food intake assay
To investigate whether food intake during the assay influences the viral load, we conducted
two experiments with C. elegans N2. In Experiment 1, we measured food intake during HS,
and in Experiment 2, we measured food intake after HS. This experiment used 6 cm 1x
NGM plates. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2a.
A

B

Figure 2. Food intake assay of C. elegans N2 during and after HS. (a) Timeline of food intake assay.
(b) Assay result. HS-After: food intake after heat stress; HS-After-Con: control of HS-After; HS-During: food
intake during heat stress; HS-During-Con: control of HS-During. Fluorescence: normalized fluorescence
in pixel units. Dots: biological replicates.
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Experiment 1: Worms were synchronized by means of bleaching and were allowed to grow
for 23 h (L1 stage), after which they were transferred to plates containing red fluorescent
beads (Sigma L3280, red fluorescence) [131,132], to which they were exposed at 35 °C
for 2 h. Control worms were exposed at 20° C for 2 h. Directly after that, the fluorescent
signal was visualized and calculated using a microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted
microscope, magnification 40×) and the software ImageJ [133,134]. The food index was
calculated as the number of pixels showing a fluorescent signal, which was normalized to
the size of the whole worm body.
Experiment 2: Worms were synchronized by means of bleaching and were allowed to grow
for 23 h, (L1 stage) after which they were transferred to plates containing fluorescent beads
[131] to which they were exposed at 35 °C for 2 h. Control worms were exposed at 20 °C for
2 h. After that, the worms were transferred to plates containing fluorescent beads and were
incubated at 20 °C for 1 h, which is the same temperature and incubation time required
for OrV infection. After that, the fluorescent signal was visualized and was calculated using
a microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope, magnification 40×) and the
software ImageJ [133,134]. The food index calculation is the same as Experiment 1.
For both experiments, there was a negative control (same treatment but plates without
fluorescent beads), and eight replicates each representing a single worm were applied,
using four worms from two plates under the same treatment (plates containing fluorescent
beads).

2.8. RNA isolation
The RNA isolation was performed with a Maxwell® AS2000 (Promega, Madison, WI, USA)
using the Maxwell® 16 LEV plant RNA kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) on the previously
frozen samples. A small modification was made to the lysis step, adding a proteinase K
digestion [27]. After isolation, the concentration was measured using the Nanodrop
(Thermofisher, Waltham, MA USA). RNA samples were stored at −80 °C.

2.9. RT-qPCR and data analysis
Bio-Rad IQ5 was applied for both the pals gene expression test and the viral test. Genes
Y37E3.8 and rpl-6 were used as housekeeping reference genes. RNA1 and RNA2 were
amplified for the detection of viral RNA [117] (primers see Supplementary Table 3 and
Table 4).
After the Ct value was measured, the relative expression was calculated according to [117]:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
�
0.5 ∗ ((𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−6 ⁄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−6 ) + (𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌37𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3.8 ⁄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄�𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌37.3.8 ))
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in this formula, E represents relative expression, Q is the transformed expression,
and v indicates one of the target genes (viral genes/pals genes). The expression of the
target genes was normalized to the household genes rpl-6 and Y37E3.8 for further
comparison. Comparisons were tested by means of the Tukey multiple comparisons test
(confidence level = 0.95).

3. Results
3.1. Susceptibility of C. elegans to OrV before and after HS
The HS and OrV treatments were applied to both N2 and the OrV sensitive strain JU1580
(Figure 1b). Under control conditions (only OrV infection), JU1580 was indeed more
susceptible than N2 (Tukey HSD test, p < 0.01) [117]. For JU1580 as well as N2, it was
observed that for both HS before OrV infection and for HS after OrV infection, the viral
load was decreased compared to the control (Tukey HSD test, p < 0.01) (Figure 1b). For all
treatments, JU1580 was more susceptible than N2. In sum, the OrV infection levels were
lower for both N2 and JU1580 when HS was applied. These results illustrate that both N2
and JU1580 became less susceptible to OrV when HS was applied right before or after
infection.
To further investigate the effects of a virus and HS in C. elegans, we extended our study to
another wild type, JU1511. We exposed N2 and JU1511 to OrV at two different ages, 23 h
and 50 h, as well as to HS before 50 h infection and after 23 h infection (Supplementary
Figure 1a). We found that viral load in N2 at 50 h and 23 h (Con-OrV1 and Con-OrV2)
(Supplementary Figure 1b) were not significantly different and replicable (i.e., the same
as in Figure 1). However, HS before and after infection did not result in a lower viral load.
The viral load in JU1511 under HS before OrV significantly increased compared to the
control (Con-OrV1) (Tukey HSD test, p < 0.05), while no difference was found for N2 under
the same treatment (Tukey HSD test, p > 0.05). In sum, the OrV sensitivity of C. elegans can
be affected by HS, and the effect of HS on viral sensitivity may differ across different wild
type genetic backgrounds and the age of the worm when exposed to HS.
Since the OrV load may potentially be influenced by differences in food intake during and/
or after HS or due to the molecular stress-response in general, we next conducted a food
intake experiment.

3.2. HS does not influence the food intake of C. elegans
C. elegans is infected by OrV via ingestion through the digestive gut system [112]. Hence, it
could be that the ingestion of food was affected by the HS, influencing the viral exposure.
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We tested if HS influences the bacterial food intake during and after HS relative to a control
of 20 °C in the N2 strain (Figure 2a).
It was found that after and during HS, the food intake by the worms as measured by the
ingestion of fluorescent beads was not affected relative to the respective controls (Tukey
HSD test, p > 0.05) (Figure 2b). From this experiment we concluded that the initial virus
levels inside the worm were not affected by differential food intake, indicating that the
change of viral load in Figure 1 was not caused by heat induced changes in bacterial food
intake, but by mechanisms downstream of viral intake.

3.3. Candidate genes selected underlying combined viral sensitivity and
HS
We exposed N2 and CB4856 to four treatments: (i) HS exposed and infected (HS OrV), (ii)
mock-infected and HS exposed (mock HS), (iii) infected at 20 °C (‘control’, CT OrV), and (iv)
mock-infected at 20 °C (mock CT). As it was an exploratory experiment with the goal of
determining candidate genes, only one biological replicate was tested, but it should be
noted here that four technical replicates were spotted for all of the transcripts. We first
tested whether the data were structured as expected based on literature. Namely, the HS
effect was expected to be larger than the strain effect, and the strain effect was expected
to be larger than the effect of infection with Orsay virus [62,130,135]. Indeed, by using
correlation analysis and principal component analysis, we saw that the data clustered as
expected (Supplementary Figure 2a,b). This shows that the measurements of a single
microarray experiment are robust.
We found clear expression differences between OrV-infected and mock-infected samples
measured in N2 and CB4856 (Figure 3a). Subsequently, we calculated fold-changes in
the gene expression of OrV-infected versus mock-infected samples (Supplementary
Table 1) and focused our analysis on the genes known to be involved in the HSR and
OrV infection, including the HSP and IPR genes (Supplementary Figure 3 and Figure
4) [27,130]. We found that for 59 genes, expression changes were seen when comparing
differential expression after OrV exposure. In CB4856, a subset of genes was upregulated
upon OrV exposure, but only when the worm was heat stressed, and a second subset
of genes were upregulated upon OrV exposure, independent of heat stress, while in N2,
there were no genes whose upregulation upon OrV infection only occurred when the
worm was heat stressed (Figure 3b). Furthermore, we confirmed that our experiment
detected the differential expression of many genes that had previously been associated
with OrV infection in N2 [27,130].
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Figure 3. Impact of HS on OrV-induced gene-expression. (A) The log2 fold-change (FC) expression
ratio between OrV-infected and mock-infected samples measured in CB4856 and N2. For each treatmentstrain, combination n = 1 was used and measured by microarray. Each dot represents a gene and was
given a color coding when detected in OrV literature (brown), HS experiments (red), both (pink), or none
(grey). Labels of gene-names were added based on experiments presented in this paper. The dashed
lines indicate a cut-off of |FC| > 1. (B) A heat-map of the FC expression differences of the hsp-genes. Blue
indicates higher expression upon OrV-infection, and red indicates decreased expression.

We investigated the overlapping genes differentially expressed in both genotypes
to increase the chance that the genes were not differentially expressed by chance.
Notably, this group of 59 genes contained 13 pals-genes and 7 serpentine receptor
genes (Supplementary Figure 4). Although none of the hsp- genes were found in the
overlapping group, we did notice that some expression differences could be seen when
looking at the genotypes separately, but these were generally more prominent in CB4856
(Figure 3b).

3.4. HS effect on viral sensitivity of the pals-22 and the pals-22 pals-25
Mutants
Although we did not find pals-22 and pals-25 in the overlapping genes differentially
expressed in both N2 and CB4856, pals-25 was significantly upregulated, and pals-22 was
significantly down regulated in N2 (Figure 3a). Therefore, we continued to investigate pals22 and pals-25 in N2. Knockout mutants in pals-22 displayed an increased thermotolerance
[120]. Since pals-25 acts antagonistically to pals-22, we reasoned that pals-22 could be
a candidate gene involved in HS as well as in viral responses and that the pals-22 effect
could be neutralized by pals-25. The same experimental treatments as those applied to
the wild types (Figure 1) were applied as described above, this time using pals-22 mutant
and pals-22 pals-25 loss-of-function double mutants (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Viral load of N2, the pals-22 and the pals-22 pals-25 mutants under combined HS and
viral stress. Con-OrV: control with only OrV infection; HS-OrV: HS before Orsay virus infection; OrV-HS:
HS 2 h after Orsay virus infection. Dots: infected biological replicates (each dot is a biological replicate).
Differences with N2 were tested, Tukey HSD test. *: significantly different, p < 0.05.

It was confirmed that the pals-22 single mutant was less susceptible than N2 under control
conditions (Con-OrV) [104] (Tukey HSD test, p < 0.05). We found that the level of the viral
load of the double mutant was not significantly different compared to N2 under any of
the treatment conditions, the double mutant showed decreased infection when the strain
was also treated with HS after OrV. HS does not cause a significant decrease in viral load for
the pals-22 mutant compared to N2. This suggests that the sensitivity of pals-22 mutant to
OrV infection is hardly affected by HS.
As we also wanted to explore more subtle transcriptional effects, we selected hsp12.6 and hsp-1 mutants since these genes showed differential expression depending on HS
application (Figure 3b). The hsp-16.48 mutant was selected because hsp-16.41 and hsp16.2 mutants were not available, and hsp-16.48 one closest to the mutation that was
available. As a control, we included npr-1 because it was involved in both interactions
with bacteria and oxidative stress (pathogen and abiotic factor) [97,99,136]. The mutants
were exposed to the same experiment as described in Figure 1a. We included JU1580 as
a reference as well.
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The mutants were tested using the same conditions that resulted in significant results
in wild type N2 (Figure 5). For all of the mutants, we found a similar pattern compared
to N2, and they did not differ in viral load compared to N2 for all treatments (Tukey HSD
test, p > 0.05). Again, JU1580 was found to be more susceptible to OrV compared to N2
under control conditions (Tukey HSD test, p < 0.05). We conclude from this experiment
that hsp-12.6, hsp-1, hsp-16.48, and npr-1 were not involved in either the HS response or
the IPR pathway.

Figure 5. Viral load detection on JU1580 and mutants of hsp-1, npr-1, hsp-12.6, and hsp-16.48.
The y axis represents the viral load difference from N2 within the same batch. Dots: infected biological
replicates (each dot is a biological replicate). Differences with N2 were tested. Tukey HSD test, *:
significantly different, p < 0.05.

To assess the role of pals-22, pals-25, pals-6 and pals-14 in JU1580, we measured their
expression in wild type JU1580 (Figure 6). Since the same level of reduction of viral load
appeared under both two experimental treatments (HS–OrV, OrV–HS), one treatment,
HS–OrV, was chosen from these two for gene expression detection. The expression of
the pals genes was not significantly changed upon HS (Tukey HSD test, p > 0.05).
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Figure 6. Gene expression of pals-22, pals-25, pals-6, and pals-14 in JU1580 after HS and OrV
infection. No significant differences were found between the side-by-side comparisons. Tukey HSD
test, p > 0.05. Control-OrV: only OrV infection; HS-OrV: HS applied before the OrV infection. Dots: infected
biological replicates.

4. Discussion
4.1. HS affects OrV viral load in C. elegans
The effect of HS and virus infection has extensively been investigated in C. elegans.
However, so far, insight into how HS affects viral infection is very limited. It was found
earlier that mutants in the IPR gene pals-22 displayed thermo tolerance and increased
viral susceptibility, but this study did not look into the interaction between the two types
of biotic and abiotic stressors [104]. Since host–pathogen–environment interactions
are essential in understanding disease emergence and spread [137], experiments that
combine different stress factors will contribute to a more refined insight into the potential
mechanisms of the interaction. However, combinatory stress experiments are complex,
and many aspects come into play when it comes to designing such experiments. For
instance, the timing, level, and order of stress make a big difference. Here, we chose to
take a first step into the combinatory approach of HS and virus infection by applying HS
before and after viral infection. For the wild types Bristol N2 and JU1580, the viral load
significantly decreased under HS right before/after OrV infection. For N2, a HS treatment
27 h after exposure to OrV did not result in a significant change in the viral load. At 27 h
after OrV infection, viral RNA replication may have already reached its maximum level ([80],
p. 63), and therefore, the HS response would have no effect on the viral loads anymore.
Overall, the results imply that HS before and directly after OrV infection increases the
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ability of C. elegans to combat the viral infection, leading to a reduced susceptibility. The
exact mechanism is still unknown, but when HS is applied prior to the virus, HS may affect
virus infection at the level of entry or viral RNA replication. It should be noted that during
HS, we noticed that the worms grew a bit slower than the worms kept at 20 °C. In this case,
we wondered whether developmental delay would influence the viral load. Previous work
([80], p. 63) reported that for N2, the larval stage does not influence the maximum viral
load. In our experiment, the worms were infected at 23 h, while the developmental delay
only occurred at the L1 to L2 stages [80]. Therefore, the viral load difference measured in
our experiments was not likely to be caused by developmental difference.

4.2. HS effects on OrV viral load may depend on the genetic background
By comparing viral susceptibility in three different backgrounds, Bristol N2, JU1580, and
JU1511, we found that the genetic background may influence the interaction effect of HS
and viral infection. It is well known that a different genetic background can have strong
differential effects on complex phenotypes [138,139] and that even the phenotypic
effects of strong single gene mutations can be modulated. Our results suggest that the
genetic background may also have genetic modifiers that can modulate the effect of viral
infection in combination with HS. Analysing the differential polymorphic regions related
to IPR and HSR may be a step forward in identifying the potential background modifiers.
We found that under HS conditions, JU1580 viral loads dropped to similar levels as N2,
suggesting that a common allelic mechanism underlies this response for both strains in a
similar way. As previous studies also revealed, the widely studied canonical strain Bristol
N2 is more resistant against OrV infection compared to the sensitive strain JU1580. A lack
of antiviral small RNA causes the difference between the two strains [127], yet the effect
of temperature does not lead to a different viral load effect. In this case, we speculate
that the HSR might interact with the viral response pathway. Genetic background effects
were further substantiated by the microarray data. A subset of genes was upregulated in
CB4856 after OrV exposure and HS and a second subset of genes were upregulated upon
OrV exposure, independent of HS. This contrasts with N2, for which we did not detect
genes whose upregulation upon OrV infection only occurred when the worm was heat
stressed.

4.3. Col genes play a role in HS and OrV effects
The microarray results showed that genes from the collagen (col) family were strongly
affected (Supplementary Figure 3) upon the induction of HS. Col genes are involved in
nematode cuticle structure, which is critical for protection and locomotion during and after
HS. Jovic et al. (2017) conducted a high-resolution time series of increasing HS exposures
and studied transcriptional patterns in C. elegans. Col genes were also substantially
affected [27]. The expression of the genes belonging to the heat-shock protein family were
only mildly affected by the HS in our experiment. Genes coding for heat-shock proteins
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have been shown to respond very quickly after a severe bout of heat. After heat stress,
the induction quickly fades away, and this is also reflected in Supplementary Figure
3. Regarding the microarray candidate gene detection and the pals gene expression
experiment, it should be noted that the expression of HSR-related genes is highly
dynamic [27]. Since we measured gene expression at one particular time point, it could
well be that if gene expression had been conducted at a different age, we would have
detected other genes that we could test for the mutant screens. For instance, HSR gene
expression declines rapidly at a certain age, for example, at the early adulthood stage,
stress responses will be repressed [122]. Thus, a more dynamic analysis could be an option
to obtain a more precise and complete insight.

4.4. pals-22 may play a role in combined HS and OrV exposure
Under control conditions, i.e., only OrV infection, the pals-22 mutant was less susceptible
to OrV infection compared to the pals-22/25 double mutant. This corresponds with the
fact that both genes work antagonistically, yielding wildtype phenotypic stress responses
in the double mutant [104]. Moreover, the viral sensitivity of the pals-22 mutant was not
influenced by HS, while the pals-22/25 mutant behaves similarly to N2. We suppose that
this is because the knockout of the pals-22 gene removes its repression effect in the IPR
response, which might lead to a state where the innate immune response might have
reached its maximum capacity to improve viral resistance, and therefore, HSR no longer
changes. In this case pals-22 could be considered as a candidate gene that is involved in
the IPR and HSR pathways. Alternatively, it could be noted that the pals-22 mutant does
not have the increased tolerance against OrV caused by HSR. From previous research,
the pals-22 mutant has increased thermotolerance on long-term HS [104].
To test if HS affected the IPR genes in JU1580, we also measured pals gene expression in
the JU1580 strain after HS. In JU1580, the drh-1 gene is not functional, and the IPR is not
activated upon infection [116], but it could be that the IPR pathway in JU1580 becomes
activated after HS, thus explaining the lower viral susceptibility (Figure 6). We found that
none of the pals genes showed a significant change under the HS. This suggests that the
IPR pathway is not activated by HS.
Overall, our results point at the fact that HS could enhance the tolerance of C. elegans against
OrV infection, depending on the time after infection. The food intake assay showed that
the difference was caused by host innate responses. However, the four candidate genes
selected were confirmed not to be involved in the interaction between IPR and HSR.
We advocate that a more dynamic analysis at different time points could provide more
detailed insights. pals-22 could be considered as a candidate gene involved in the two
pathways. In natural populations, C. elegans is exposed to a multitude of biotic and abiotic
factors, some of which trigger a specific innate response of C. elegans. We speculate that
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the underlying response pathways might interact or are intertwined with each other. As
previously reported, increased temperature at an early stage induces lasting immunity
to bacterial infection in C. elegans [140]. From our study, we found that temperature
influences the result of virus infection. This may imply that temperature might also
influence the responses to other pathogenic microbiota that trigger the same response
pathway, such as microsporidia [103]. The pathogenic responses might be influenced by
other abiotic factors, such as oxygen. Studying combined biotic and abiotic factors would
provide more insight into the potential interaction of the response pathways, and the
dynamic of organism evolution in more complicated environments.
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Supplementary Figure 1: N2 and JU1511 under combined stressors (A: timeline of this trial experiment.
B: Viral load of N2 and JU1511 under different treatments. Dots: biological replicates. Asterisk: Comparing
with Con-OrV1, JU1511 has significant increase (Tukey HSD test, *p<0.05).)
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Supplementary Figure 2: Correlation check (A) and principal component analysis (B) of microarray
data.

Supplementary Figure 3: Heat map showing the up- or down-regulation of genes associated with heat stress response and Orsay virus infection (blue: up
regulation; red: down regulation).
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Supplementary Figure 4: Heat map of overlapping genes differentially expressed in both genotypes
(FC: fold change).
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Supplementary Table 1: fold-changes in gene expression of OrV-infected versus mock-infected samples.
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Thefullsupplementarydatasetcanbefound athttps://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qHe2_ym5hMjOcLjme24krDXP5U78q9io?usp=sharing.
Here the first five and the last five rows of the tables are shown to illustrate the contents.
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Supplementary Table 2: Primers used in mutant PCR check (F: forward primer; R: reverse

primer)
PCR Primer
hsp-12.3_PCR_F
hsp-12.3_PCR_R
hsp-1_PCR_F
hsp-1_PCR_R
hsp-16.48_PCR_F
hsp-16.48_PCR_R
npr-1_PCR_F
npr-1_PCR_R
hsp-12.6_PCR_F
hsp-12.6_PCR_R

Sequence (5’-3’)
AAAATTGTGGCCACCAAAAA
ATTTCGTTGCTCATTGGTCC
GTTTTCATGCACGGAAAGGT
CCTCAACCCCTGGCATAATA
GTAAGGCTTTCTGCCGTTTG
TGAGGGCCCTGTAGAAGTTG
GATCAATTCTTCCGGCTCAG
GGCCAAATGGAAGTTGAAAA
TTCGAAGCTCAATGAACGAA
AGCCCAAGATGACAATGGAC

Supplementary Table 3: Primers used in qPCR for pals genes (F: forward primer; R: reverse

primer)
qPCR Primer
pals-22_F
pals-22_R
pals-25_F
pals-25_R
pals-6_F
pals-6_R
pals-14_F
pals-14_R

Sequence (5’-3’)
TTTTAATCTTGAAAGTGACCGCTGGG
ACTCTCTGTTGTCGTCTTGCAAAATT
TGCAATCCGAAGATTGGTGA
AAATTCTAACTTGCTCAGCATGGA
TGGGTTCTGGATCAAGCAAAT
TGTTCTAGAGCTGCCTGTCTCTG
TCGGGAAAGCATCAATGAACTGC
TGTTGTGCCTCTCCTCTGCC

Supplementary Table 4: Primers used in qPCR for viral test (F: forward primer; R: reverse

primer)
qPCR Primer
pOrV-RNA1.1F
pOrV-RNA1.1R
pOrV-RNA1.2F
pOrV-RNA1.2R
pY37E3.8F
pY37E3.8R
pRPL6-F
pRPL6-R

Sequence (5’-3’)
ATACTCTACGACCTTGTCGG
CTCGGTTGATGTTCTTCCAG
AACCAGGAAACACTACTCCG
GTTGTGATATCGCTTGGTGG
GCGTTTGTGGTCTCTTGTC
CTCTGGGAGGAGTCCTTTTC
TGTCACTCTCCGCAAGAC
TGATCTTGTGTGGTCCAGTG
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Protein aggregation can affect homeostasis and is one of the key factors in many
Neurodegenerative Diseases (NGDs). Among the NGDs Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a
progressive neurodegenerative movement disorder that is characterized by protein
aggregation of α-synuclein into Lewy bodies. Although it is known that PD patients
with different genetic backgrounds have different symptoms, the underlying
mechanisms of how genetic variation affects disease phenotypes are unknown. We
applied the model nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to explore the effect of genetic
variation on human α-synuclein expression in genetically divergent C. elegans
strains on both mRNA and protein level. We used 212 Recombinant Inbred Lines
(RILs) containing human α-synuclein by crossing strains with an N2 and CB4856
genetic background with human α-synuclein introgressed. Using a genetic map
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constructed by whole-genome sequencing, human α-synuclein protein expression
in RILs was mapped to polymorphic loci on Chromosome III. Follow-up experiments
related the QTL to post-transcriptional regulation of α-synuclein accumulation
in C. elegans. This research brings us closer to a mechanistic understanding of the
role of natural genetic variation on α-synuclein accumulation. Pharmacological
intervention revealed that proteosome activity and translation affect α-synuclein
protein expression in C. elegans.
Key words: α-synuclein; C. elegans; RIL; QTL
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1. Introduction
The balance between protein syntheses, -folding, and -degradation is important for
proteome maintenance. Abnormal folding processes can cause aggregates of aberrant
proteins and are causally related to protein disease pathologies [141]. Inheritable aberrant
protein aggregation is linked to both loss-of-function and toxic gain-of-function diseases
including neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer disease (AD) and Parkinson
disease (PD). PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder of humans and
affects 2-3% of the populations older than 65 years [142,143]. For classical PD diagnosis,
the main neuropathological trait is fibril formation, consisting of protein aggregation,
located within Lewy bodies of the substantia nigra [144,145]. Protein aggregates are
mainly composed of misfolded α-synuclein, which is encoded by the first gene confirmed
to be associated with familial PD [146]. Therefore, α-synuclein is an important proxy for
studying the pathogenesis of PD.
From the perspective of genetics, most PD cases are sporadic, since the heritability from
familial studies is around 34-60% [147]. Genetic analyses revealed that in a Genome-Wide
Association Study (GWAS), only 27% of PD loci were verified to be related to variant disease
phenotypes, and a high proportion of causal loci remain unidentified [148]. To investigate
the underlying causal mechanisms/variants of PD, GWAS studies have been applied to the
genomes from patients using Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) arrays [149,150].
In addition, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) and exome sequencing were also used to
detect causal loci of PD or risk loci because they allowed for a complete scan resolution of
exome and genome [151,152]. Since for most complex diseases, normally multiple causal
loci and risk loci (causal-loci-related loci) – contribute to the trait, studying the interacting
(risk loci) with known causal gene (causal loci) is also important. Yet, only six genes,
including α-synuclein, have been confirmed with an autosomal dominant/recessive PD
inheritance [151]. Not only PD causal loci, but also the loci that interact with the causal
loci are essential for PD research. Due to ethical and technical limitations, it is difficult
to extend the database of patients’ genetic background using invasive experimental
verification of interacting risk loci. Therefore, model organisms are explored to study the
effect of genetic background on PD.
Caenorhabditis elegans has been a versatile model organism for studying neurodegenerative
diseases [153-157]. Next to advantages such as a short lifespan, numerous offspring, and
genetic tractability that make it beneficial for biological study under laboratory condition
[24], C. elegans has traits specifically suited for PD research. Firstly, C. elegans nematodes
share conserved genes controlling cellular process with humans [158], namely more
than 60% of human genes have homologues in C. elegans [159,160]. Importantly, the
replicability of pathological hallmarks in C. elegans provides a platform for studying
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disease [160]. For example, the expression of human α-synuclein in C. elegans caused
inclusions containing α-synuclein aggregates, similar with the pathological phenotype
of α-synuclein in human [43,161,162]. Together these traits made C. elegans to become a
widely applied model organism for genetic variation PD research [26]. Consequently, C.
elegans is a suitable model organism for studying PD aetiology from the aspect of genetic
variation.
C. elegans is frequently applied in quantitative genetics studies (as reviewed by [163]). A
collection of world-wide wild strains provides an abundant genetic resource and shares
a close level of genetic diversity with humans [164]. In C. elegans Quantitative Trait Locus
(QTL) mapping is a common analysis method to select polymorphic modifiers on the
basis of a set of Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs) derived from two genetically divergent
wild strains Bristol N2 and Hawaii CB4856 [126,165]. To study PD in C. elegans, transgene
pkls2386 encoding human α-synuclein was fused with YFP and introgressed into the N2
and CB4856 genetic background, and the obtained α-synuclein lines were named NL5901
and SCH4856, respectively [43,166]. Previous studies found that the mRNA expression of
α-synuclein did not differ between NL5901 and SCH4856, whereas the protein expression
of these two strains displayed a significant difference [161].
To further unravel the associated genetic loci related to human α-synuclein expression,
RILs from NL5901 and SCH4956 were constructed to obtain multiple variable backgrounds
[167]. Here, we sequenced the αS-RILs, constructed a genetic map, and measured both
mRNA and protein expression of human α-synuclein in the αS-RILs. The effect of genetic
variation on human α-synuclein at the level of mRNA expression and protein abundance
were compared. Using QTL mapping, a locus involved in human α-synuclein related effects
were identified. In addition, we explored the mechanisms that cause the phenotypic
difference by use of various drugs, and found that MG-132 and Cycloheximide, which
affect proteosome activity and translation separately, have an impact on α-synuclein
protein expression in C. elegans.

2. Material & Methods
2.1 Nematodes strains and culturing methods
C. elegans strains used in this study were: N2, CB4856, NL5901, and SCH4856. These were
used to construct 212 αS-RILs (Supplementary table 1). Strains were kept under standard
conditions at 20°C on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) seeded with Escherichia coli
OP50 as food resource [24]. The fluorescence was observed under microscopy (Zeiss Axio
Observer Z1 inverted microscope).
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2.2 RIL construction
The αS-RILs were constructed by crossing NL5901 and SCH4856 in two phases [167].
Ultimately, a panel of 212 RILs was constructed.
During the first phase, NL5901 hermaphrodites were crossed with SCH4856 males
and NL5901 males crossed with SCH4856 hermaphrodites, to ensure F1 generation
inherited mitochondria from both genetic backgrounds. Subsequently, the F1 generation
was backcrossed with SCH4856 males to obtain a mix of alleles at the peel-1/zeel-1
incompatibility locus on chromosome I [168]. From these crosses, single hermaphrodites
were selected and propagated and inbred further. After the next eight generations of
inbreeding by self-fertilization, 93 RILs were obtained. However, these RILs showed a low
rate of crossover and displayed a skewed N2/CB4856 distribution, probably because of
poor male performance during mating.
To construct a better RIL panel, we selected eight (out of 93) genetically diverse RILs and
NL5901 and SCH4856, which were used for a new round of crossing. We first undercrossed
the strains, generating a pool of 45 F1 populations, which were randomly crossed.
Also the F2 and the F3 generations were randomly crossed, keeping the number to 45
heterozygous populations. After the F3 cross, the number of populations was expanded
to approximately 200 populations (singled out hermaphrodites), which were propagated
by self-fertilization for another eight generations by transferring single hermaphrodites
to new plates. At the end, a population of 212 near complete homozygous αS-RILs were
obtained, including the eight founder strains.

2.3 αS-RIL genotyping and sequencing
Out of the 212 αS-RILs, 94 RILs were randomly selected for PCR-based genotyping to
construct a rough genetic map [167]. From each RIL nematodes were collected for PCRbased genotyping with primers detecting insertions/deletions (Indels) between N2
and CB4856 genomes [80,166]. GoTaq® DNA polymerase kit was applied for PCR, and
41 pairs of primers were used covering the arms and central area of each chromosome
(Supplementary table 2).
After being assured a genetically divergent set of strains was created, 88 RILs were picked
together with parental and reference strains for DNA sequencing to construct a highresolution genetic map by whole-genome DNA sequencing. Before DNA sequencing,
DNA were extracted using DNeasy® 96 Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, Germany). The DNA
concentration was measured using Qubit 3.0 Fluoromter (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For
each strain, a total of 0.75 ng of DNA was combined with 2.5 µl 1/35th diluted transposome
(Illumina; purchased in kit # FC-121-1011), and 1X Tris Buffer (10X Tris Buffer: 100 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0, 50 mM MgCl2) in a 10 µl final volume on ice. This reaction was incubated at 55°C
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for 10 minutes. The amplification reaction for each strain contains (final concentrations):
1X ExTaq Buffer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 1 Unit ExTaq (Takara, catalog #RR001A), 0.2 µM primer 1,
0.2 µM primer 2, and 5 µl of tagmentation material from the previous step in a 25 µl total
volume. Each strain has a unique pair of indexed primers. Amplification was carried out in
a thermocycler with the following conditions: 72°C for 3 minutes (1X); 95°C for 30 seconds
(1X); 95°C 10 seconds, 62°C 30 seconds, 72°C 3 minutes (20X); 10°C hold. 16 µl from each
amplification reaction was used to generate a pool of 48 libraries. We electrophoresed the
libraries on a 2% agarose gel, excised DNA in the range of 500-700 bp, and gel purified the
sample with Qiagen’s Gel Purifiction Kit (catalog #28706). The resulting pooled samples
were sequenced on Illumina’s MiSeq platform.

2.4 Construction of the αS-RIL genetic map
To integrate all the sequence data about the position and genotype information, after
obtaining the DNA sequence data, we combined the genotype result from the DNA
sequencing and the previous primer detection. Both results showed the genotype (N2/
CB4856) of a RIL a particular location on the chromosome. Firstly, we checked the primer
detection result: if the DNA sequencing genotype result of the two nearby locations (right
before and after) was contrary to the primer detected genotype result in between, for
a small genetic distance, we corrected the primer detected result according to the two
nearby DNA sequencing result. Because not all strains were sequenced with two types of
results, so there might be blank after combination. For the blank region with no genotype
result, we checked the most nearby two locations right before and after: if their genotypes
were the same, we filled the intermediate blank with the same genotype; if their genotypes
were not the same, then we left the blank. After the two steps we obtained a relatively
complete genotype results for mapping.

2.5 Gene and protein expression measurements
Experimental setup
For expression measurement, 69 αS RILs were randomly divided into five batches, and
each batch included NL5901 and SCH4856 as reference lines. The experiment was started
by synchronizing the age of the nematodes. Therefore, starved nematode populations
were transferred to fresh plates for three days, and then treated with a bleach solution [24].
Subsequently, the eggs were transferred to fresh plates [117]. This was set as timepoint
0h. Four plates for each line were used to ensure enough nematodes could be obtained.
After 48h of incubation, nematodes were collected by washing with M9 buffer and
transferred to fresh plates containing Floxuridine (FUdR) to prevent the new-produced
eggs from hatching, assuring all nematodes on the plates were of the same generation.
After 96h of incubation, nematodes were again transferred to fresh FUdR plates to avoid
starving. Subsequently, at 120h nematodes were collected by washing with M9 buffer and
centrifugated to collect the nematodes. Finally, the nematode pellets were divided into
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two pellets, and then flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until further RNA
and protein isolation.
mRNA abundance of α-synuclein
RNA was extracted from the frozen nematode sample pellets. For lysis step, proteinase
K was added for digestion [27], and then RNA isolation was done by Maxwell® AS2000
(Promega) using the Maxwell® 16 LEV plant RNA kit (Promega). The RNA concentration
was measured by Nanodrop (Thermofisher). RNA samples were stored at -80°C or applied
directly for cDNA synthesis. According to the manufacturer’s protocol (Promega), RNA was
reverse transcribed to cDNA firstly with random hexamers (50 ng/µl) and dNTPs (5mM)
and then by adding GoScript Reaction Buffer (5×), MgCl2 (25 mM), RNasin and GoScript
Reverse Transcriptase.
Subsequently, Bio-Rad IQ5 and IQ SYBR were applied for qPCR. Household genes Y37E3.8
and rpl-6 were used as reference genes. α-synuclein and YFP were amplified for the
detection of α-synuclein expression (Supplementary table 3). After the Ct values were
obtained, the relative abundance was calculated according to [117]:
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
0.5 ∗ ((𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−6 ⁄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄�𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−6 ) + (𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌37𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3.8 ⁄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄�𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌37𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3.8 ))

in this formula E represents relative abundance of target genes (α-synuclein gene/YFP
gene), Q refers to the transformed abundance and v indicates one of target genes. The
expression of target genes was normalized to housekeeping gene rpl-6 and Y37E3.8 for
further comparison.
Protein abundance of α-synuclein
Proteins were isolated from frozen nematode sample pellets using TissueLyser II (Qiagen,
Venlo, NL). First, pellets were homogenized in cell lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-CL, 1 mM EDTA,
1 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM NapyroP, 1% v/v Triton X-100; pH = 7.5) (200 µl/sample). Then, two
3 mm metal beads were added to each sample, and the samples were placed into the
TissueLyser II at a frequency of 30 shakes per second for 5 minutes. After shaking, the
samples were centrifuged (20,000 g, 5 min) immediately. Only the supernatant containing
proteins was collected, and the protein concentrations were measured using the PierceTM
BCA Protein Assay Kit and standard protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA). After BCA, the total amount of the protein from each sample was diluted to 0.1
mg/ml, which contains sufficient amounts for protein detection. Human Alpha-Synuclein
DuoSet ELISA kit (R&D Systems, DY1338-05) was used to detect the human α-synuclein
protein expression according to the manufacturer’s ELISA protocol. The expression of
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α-synuclein in RILs was calculated according to the standard curve of α-synuclein protein,
and then normalized according to the average expression of NL5901 and SCH4856. After
normalization, the expression results were plotted from lowest to highest.

2.6 Western blot
Strain of N2, CB4856, NL5901 and SCH4856 were applied in western blotting. The
experimental conditions, including synchronizing, incubation, and protein collection
methods were identical as mentioned above. 1000ng protein of each sample was
separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes
and then subjected to immunoblotting. The membrane was blocked overnight under
4℃ by 20ml of blocking buffer (5% non-fat dry powder in 1× PBS containing 0.1%
Tween-20 (PBST)) with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA).Western blot was performed with
either anti-α-synuclein (R&D Systems®DY1338-05, diluted 60×), horseradish peroxidase
(HRP)-conjugated anti-GFP (Rockland®600-403-215, diluted 3,000×), or anti-tubulin
(Sigma®T9026, diluted 500×). After five times of wash with PBST, the HRP were applied for
α-synuclein and tubulin, finally visualized in the G:BOX.

2.7 QTL mapping
QTL mapping was performed using the constructed genetic map and the gene- and
protein expression data. For the gene expression data, the normalized mean expression
of α-synuclein/YFP was used. For protein expression, the normalized expression of RILs
were used. All data analysis was done by RStudio (2021.09.0+351) with R (4.1.1, 64×).
QTL analysis was done through a R script integrating linear regression on a single marker
model [169]. 1927 marker locations were used in total. P-values were calculated to evaluate
the phenotypic differences at a specific location between two genotypes (N2/CB4856).
The statistical threshold per trait was determined by 1,000 permutations (q<0.05), where
we found a threshold of -log10(p) > 3.05.

2.8 Pharmacological intervention
For ABT-737: 10 µM of working concentration was applied. MG-132: 20 µM of working
concentration was applied. Cycloheximide: 2 mg/ml of working concentration was
applied. To avoid worms from producing eggs, 48h old parental lines (NL5901, SCH4856),
high expression group (WN435, WN528, WN554, WN560, WN581, and WN606) and low
expression group (WN467, WN544, WN549, WN578, WN602, and WN604) lines were
applied to all three chemicals separately.
All chemicals were dissolved in 100% DMSO beforehand. After washing worms from the
plates, 100 µl of pellet was added to a new Eppendorf tube, and 900 µl of chemical liquid
was added to reach working concentration. The worms were incubated by slowly shaking
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depending on the target time (ABT-737: 24 h; MG-132: 1 h; CHX: 1 h) [170-172]. Since this
was the first trial of pharmacological intervention of α-synuclein in C. elegans, only one
dose and time were chosen. For the control treatment, the chemical liquid was replaced
by DMSO. The final concentration of DMSO and the incubation time of control treatments
were identical to the experimental treatments. After incubation, the worms were washed
three times with M9 buffer, and flash frozen by liquid nitrogen and finally stored at -80℃
until protein extraction, BCA and ELISA (mentioned above).
For the concentration obtained from ELISA, we calculated the relative expression of each
line under each treatment against its corresponding control treatment, and additional
batch effect was removed. So, for the final value if it was higher than 0, then the expression
increased under the treatment. Otherwise, the expression decreased under the treatment.

3. Results
3.1 Variance of α-synuclein strains NL5901 and SCH4856 on mRNA and
protein expression
In a previous study, we observed differences in protein expression of α-synuclein between
strains NL5901 and SCH4856 while not for mRNA expression in C. elegans [161]. To visualize
the α-syn::YFP expression in the N2 and CB4856 background, the YFP signal was observed
in NL5901 and SCH4856 under a microscope, which represented the allocation of
α-synuclein. We found that under the same signal strength SCH4856 displayed a stronger
YFP signal than NL5901 (Figure 1A), indicating that the same gene insertion displays
different protein expression levels between these two genetic backgrounds.
Quantification of the mRNA expression and protein expression was conducted for NL5901
and SCH4856. For the nematodes that were 120 h old, no significant difference between
NL5901 and SCH4856 for mRNA expression was found, whereas the protein expression
of α-synuclein in SCH4856 was significantly higher than in NL5901 (Figure 1B). This
corresponded with the microscope observation and confirmed that the different genetic
background of NL5901 and SCH4856 caused the differential expression of α-synuclein
insertion.
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Figure 1. mRNA and protein expression of α-synuclein in NL5901 and SCH4856. A: α-syn::YFP
fluorescent signal of NL5901 and SCH4856 under the same strength of fluorescence (magnification: 10×)
B: mRNA expression and protein expression of α-synuclein in NL5901 and SCH4856 (n=3).

Figure 2. Western blot on wild strains and α-synuclein strains. Antibodies applied: anti-α-synuclein,
anti-GFP, anti-tubulin.
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Since human α-synuclein in C. elegans was fused with YFP, expression of YFP is important in
measuring α-synuclein expression. Therefore, it requires confirmation of the consistency
between α-synuclein and YFP expression (Figure 2). In the Western blot, N2 and CB4856
were used as negative control, whereas NL5901 and SCH4856 carry the α-synuclein
transgene. In total three kinds of antibodies were applied: α-synuclein and GFP antibodies
were used separately to test the expression, and tubulin antibody was used as control.
From the results it can be concluded that the band under α-synuclein and YFP was
identical, and the size was around the expected size of α-synuclein-YFP fusion protein
(~41 kD). This proves that the two proteins were fused together in C. elegans. In addition,
no bands of cleaved protein were found (Supplementary Figure 1).

3.2 αS RILs construction and QTL mapping: phenotyping - genotyping

4

Figure 3. Crossing scheme of αS RILs from NL5901 × SCH4856 Reciprocal cross start with two
parental lines and eight RILs, the hermaphrodite of each line was crossed with the males from the rest
nine lines, resulting in a pool of 45 heterozygous lines in F1, after a continuous random crossing around
200 lines were obtained as F4. Continue with selfcrossing until F12, a collection of nearly homozygous
lines was generated [167].

To explore the loci underlying the α-synuclein protein expression differences between
NL5901 and SCH4856, we constructed RILs by crossing NL5901 × SCH4856. Ultimately, 212
RILs were generated (Figure 3). We randomly picked 90 out of 212 RILs for genotyping by
whole genome sequencing supported by PCR-based genotyping to generate a genetic
map (Supplementary Figure 2A). The relatively broad orange location across all RILs
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on chromosome IV represents the most likely location of the α-synuclein insertion (N2
background). A smaller orange location on the left-hand side of chromosome III and the
far right side on chromosome X also show enrichment for N2 alleles (Supplementary
Figure 2C). The distribution of N2 and CB4856 alleles at other locations was more or less
equal.
A

B
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Figure 4. Genotyping and α-synuclein mRNA expression phenotyping of αS-RILs derived from
NL5901×SCH4856. A: genetic map of αS-RILs, x axis: genomic position of each chromosome displayed
on the top, y axis: strains, each row represents a strain from αS-RILs or parental strains; Orange cluster: N2
genotype; Blue cluster: CB4856 genotype; The uniformed orange cluster on chromosome IV indicates the
introgression of α-synuclein; B: α-synuclein mRNA expression in the RILs, Orange/Blue/Gray represents
NL5901/SCH4856/RILs; C: QTL mapping based on genotype - α-synuclein mRNA expression phenotype,
x-axis: marker position of each chromosome on the top, y-axis: significance between two genotypes
(-log10 value), dashed line: threshold, LOD>3.05.
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Figure 5. α-synuclein protein expression phenotyping of αS-RILs derived from wild strains
NL5901×SCH4856. A: α-synuclein protein expression in the RILs, Orange/Blue/Gray represents NL5901/
SCH4856/RILs; B: QTL mapping based on genotype - α-synuclein protein expression phenotype, x-axis:
marker position of each chromosome on the top, y-axis: significance between two genotypes (-log10
value), dashed line: threshold, LOD>3.05; C: α-synuclein expression of N2 and CB4856 genotypes and the
location of Chromosome III.

Of the αS-RILs, 70 were measured for the same phenotypes as for the parents, i.e.
α-synuclein mRNA (Figure 4) and protein expression (Figure 5). mRNA expression was
found to vary between 15-17 across the αS-RILs (Figure 4B). N2 and CB4856 were used
as negative controls, with no measurable expression of α-synuclein. Parental line NL5901
and SCH4856 were used as references. Most RILs displayed an expression value ranging
between NL5901 and SCH5846. The lowest expression value found in the RILs was higher
than one of the parental lines NL5901, while only one RIL showed higher expression than
all replicates of SCH4856.
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Compared to mRNA expression, the mean ELISA protein expression varied stronger
across the αS-RILs (Figure 5B), ranging from around 0.5 ng/ml to 1.8 ng/ml. Five αS-RILs
had lower α-synuclein protein expression than NL5901, and seven RILs showed higher
expression than SCH4856. In addition, the highest value, 1.8 ng/ml, was more than 2-fold
higher than the lowest value 0.5 ng/ml. N2 and CB4856 were used as negative controls and
NL5901 and SCH4856 were references. Replicates of NL5901 and SCH4856 were evenly
distributed, and NL5901 expressions were lower than SCH4856, which was corresponding
to previous finding (Figure 1).
To identify the loci associated with differential α-synuclein mRNA and protein expression
we used QTL mapping based on the genetic polymorphic map. At the location of
α-synuclein on Chromosome IV, the QTL significance was 0 because there was no allelic
segregation (Figure 4C; Figure 5B). The corresponding significance value between
N2/CB4856 genotype for each SNP marker position was displayed. In case of mRNA
expression, none of the mapped values exceeded the threshold of 3.05. Therefore, no
significant association between the genetic background and the α-synuclein mRNA
expression was detected. QTL mapping based on α-synuclein protein expression, detected
no association at the location of α-synuclein on Chromosome IV (Figure 5B). A single
peak on chromosome III was detected with significance value higher than the threshold
(-log10(p)>3.05) suggesting that there was a significant association between the genetic
background and the α-synuclein protein expression. Overall, there were a few more peaks
with value higher than 2, indicating that the genetic background had a relative stronger
association with α-synuclein protein expression than mRNA expression.

3.3 Pharmacological intervention
To understand the process involved in α-synuclein protein accumulation across αS-RILs,
12 RILs were exposed to three different pharmacological compounds (Figure 6). The
compounds ABT-737, MG-132 and Cycloheximide were applied to the RILs since they
each interfere with different cellular processes potentially influencing α-synuclein protein
accumulation. The drugs inhibit: autophagy (ABT-737), proteosome activity (MG-132), and
translation elongation (Cycloheximide) [170-173].
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Figure 6. Pharmacological intervention on αS-RILs. A: three kinds of chemicals (ABT-737, MG-132,
CHX) and the general targets they interfere with in the cell (figure was constructed via Biorender.com)
(Created with BioRender.com); B: heatmap of the significance between the α-synuclein expression and
control. Dark blue represents p-value<0.05 (t-test), referring to significant decreasing; C: normalized
relative concentration of α-synuclein protein to the corresponding control treatment, RILs High: high
expression group of RILs, RILs Low: low expression groups of RILs; the numbers between groups refers to
the significance as determined by a t-test.

Two parental lines, 12 αS-RILs with the highest (six high protein expression RILs, RILhigh)
and lowest (six low protein expression RILs, RILlow) α-synuclein protein expression were
treated with the three chemicals (Figure 6). The effect was measured as the α-synuclein
protein concentration relative to the DMSO control, i.e. when values were higher than 0,
then it meant an increase, otherwise a decrease.
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First, we compared whether there was an in- or decrease in alpha-synuclein levels in
the strains when compared to the control (Figure 6B). We found no significant increase
in α-synuclein protein levels, while some groups displayed a significant decrease in
α-synuclein levels. Under ABT-737 treatment, none of the groups showed differences
(t-test, p>0.05). Under Cycloheximide treatment, only NL5901 showed decreased levels
(t-test, p<0.01). Under MG-132 treatment, RILlow and SCH4856 showed decreased levels.
These results indicate that inhibition of translation affected α-synuclein levels in NL5901,
but not in the other strains. It is therefore unlikely that a mechanism like increased
translation was underlying accumulation. However, blockage of neither autophagy or
proteasomal degradation led to increasing α-synuclein levels.
Regarding the difference between the parental lines, according to Figure 1, SCH4856 has
a higher α-synuclein protein expression than NL5901. SCH4856, and NL5901 under ABT737 and Cycloheximide treatment showed the same difference, whereas under MG-132
treatment the difference disappeared. It can be concluded that when proteosome activity
was inhibited, the difference between SCH4856 and NL5901 that affected the α-synuclein
protein expression was influenced.

4
4. Discussion
4.1 Genetic variation in human α-synuclein mRNA & Protein expression
Previous studies found that in C. elegans two genetically divergent α-synuclein carrying
strains NL5901 and SCH4856, α-synuclein displayed differential protein expression (YFP
signal) and no variation in mRNA expression [161]. To explore the effect of genetic variation
more deeply, we carried out additional experiments. The present results corroborate
these findings by visualizing the different protein accumulation between the two strains.
Strain SCH4856 had a stronger fluorescent signal, indicating a higher accumulation of
α-synuclein protein. Together with the Western blot, proving that YFP and α-synuclein
protein were fused, it can be concluded that YFP protein represents the α-synuclein protein.
Subsequently, we detected the mRNA/protein expression in nematodes at the age of 120h,
to investigate the expression variance of RILs at an age with stable gene expression [27].
The method used for protein measurement, ELISA with human α-synuclein antibody, was
able to accurately quantify protein expression. The results show a significant background
effect on the α-synuclein protein expression between NL5901 and SCH4856 but not on
the mRNA expression level. This finding fits the overall finding in yeast, and in general,
where gene expression networks were studied for their co-variation at the protein level.
It was concluded that most genetic variation in protein abundance is not correlated with
variation of the transcripts [174]. This suggests that post-transcriptional effects of genetic
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variation has a more profound effect of α-synuclein introgression than gene transcription
[175].
To narrow down the genetic region associated with variation in α-synuclein protein
expression, α-synuclein RILs were used. With distribution of N2/CB4856 genotype covering
all six chromosomes, these RILs lay a foundation for mapping α-synuclein-accumulation
related traits in C. elegans. Moreover, the genetic map generated by DNA sequencing
provides a full picture of the recombinations within the population. Within the RILs, the
α-synuclein protein expression displayed a greater variation than mRNA expression. The
result correspond to genetic variation studies in human α-synuclein gene SNCA. The SNCA
gene expression and protein abundance are not correlated, and the gene expression plays
an important role in familial PD [176]. However, it should be noted that the difference
of SNCA mRNA expression in humans was the result of gene duplication or triplication.
The platform of comparison was not identical to our expression measurement (with
identical α-synuclein transgenes in all lines). Nevertheless, it is often found that variation
in protein expression is not in line with gene expression, for instance in C. elegans only a
limited protein abundance change correlates to the mRNA abundance change [177]. The
α-synuclein QTL mapped in C. elegans indicates that the regulation of α-synuclein protein
expression connects to genomic regions that do not directly affect gene expression. This
may be relevant for studies in humans suggesting that next to gene duplication, genetic
variation due to SNP differences could be a key aspect of α-synuclein pathology.

4.2 MG-132 and Cycloheximide potentially influence α-synuclein protein
accumulation
From the pharmacological intervention it appeared that MG-132 application eliminated
the difference of α-synuclein protein expression between SCH4856 and NL5901. MG132 is a peptide aldehyde and is known as proteasome inhibitor that triggers apoptosis
[171,178,179]. In this case it can be deduced that the α-synuclein protein accumulation
may be regulated during these phases, especially for NL5901, which is corresponding
to our finding that α-synuclein protein expression differences were determined posttranscriptionally. However, it was also found that MG-132’s influence is dose-dependent
[178], therefore more doses range could be investigated to confirm its function.
In addition, under Cycloheximide treatment, NL5901 displayed a significant decrease
of α-synuclein protein abundance, providing an insight that translation blocking had a
significant influence on NL5901, but not for SCH4856. This indicates that active translation
is important for maintaining α-synuclein levels in NL5901, but not in SCH4856. It can
be deduced that a mechanism upstream of translation results in higher α-synuclein
abundances in SCH4856 or that it is degraded more slowly in SCH4856. Under MG-132
treatment, both SCH4856 and the RILlow had a significant decrease of α-synuclein protein
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abundance. When compared to NL5901 and RILhigh, the α-synuclein abundances was
more influenced by the proteasomal inhibitor, relating to proteasomal degradation.
Moreover, ABT-737, the autophagy inducer, did not significantly influence the α-synuclein
abundances in the strains, while it affected polyglutamine aggregation in the C. elegans
[170].

4.3 PD causal loci α-synuclein and its interactive risk loci
For PD pathology research, not only causal genes of large effect such as α-synuclein, but
so-called risk polymorphisms with allele-specific regulatory activity are explored [180].
Risk polymorphisms are genes or variants that modify, enhance, or decrease, the effect of
α-synuclein. However, the majority of such risk loci are still poorly studied regarding the
aspects of regulatory and expression change. This, prevent the extension of candidate
risk loci to be applied to pathogenesis/protection. Mapping of protein QTL study was
previously applied in PD and Alzheimer research [181] to identify risk loci. The integration
of RILs and QTL mapping allows for generating and handling large amounts of genetic
background data, providing specific information regarding genetic background effects of
PD and potential risk loci related to α-synuclein.
With the finding of causal genes or related risk loci, it could potentially give insight into
clinical therapy/diagnosis such as early-stage gene testing. However, it should be kept
in mind that PD is a complex disorder, and PD can be caused by the interplay between
genetic and environmental factors. In addition, because many diseases show reduced
penetrance, gene or protein test does not always mean the carrier will definitely develop
the diseases. But the understanding of PD gene expression and regulatory mechanisms is
essential to fully learn the molecular pathways and interactions leading to PD.
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Supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1: Complete Western blot result of α-synuclein protein treated by three
antibodies (from top to bottom: α-synuclein, GFP, tubulin)
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Supplementary Figure 2: Complete genetic map and recombinant traits of αS RILs. (A: Complete
genetic map. B: Genetic and physical length of the markers at six chromosomes. C: Genotype distribution
of N2 and CB4856 genotype at six genotypes. N2: Orange, CB4856: Blue.)

Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

WN401
WN402
WN403
WN404
WN405
WN406
WN407
WN408
WN409
WN410
WN411
WN412
WN413
WN414
WN415
WN416
WN417
WN418
WN419
WN420
WN421
WN422
WN423
WN424
WN425
WN426
WN427
WN428
WN429
WN430
WN431
WN432
WN433
WN434
WN435
WN436

Nr
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
WN437
WN438
WN439
WN440
WN441
WN442
WN443
WN444
WN445
WN446
WN447
WN448
WN449
WN450
WN451
WN452
WN453
WN454
WN455
WN456
WN457
WN458
WN459
WN460
WN461
WN462
WN463
WN464
WN465
WN466
WN467
WN468
WN469
WN470
WN471
(WN472)

Nr
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
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106
107
108
WN473
WN474
WN475
WN476
WN477
WN478
WN479
WN480
WN481
WN482
WN483
WN484
WN485
WN486
WN487
WN488
WN489
WN490
WN491
WN492
WN493
(WN494)
WN495
WN496
WN497
WN498
WN499
WN500
WN501
WN502
WN503
WN504
WN505
WN506
WN507
WN508

Supplementary Table 1: RILs list (WN472 and WN494 were missing)
Nr
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
WN509
WN510
WN511
WN512
WN513
WN514
WN515
WN516
WN517
WN518
WN519
WN520
WN521
WN522
WN523
WN524
WN525
WN526
WN527
WN528
WN529
WN530
WN531
WN532
WN533
WN534
WN535
WN536
WN537
WN538
WN539
WN540
WN541
WN542
WN543
WN544

Nr
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
WN545
WN546
WN547
WN548
WN549
WN550
WN551
WN552
WN553
WN554
WN555
WN556
WN557
WN558
WN559
WN560
WN561
WN562
WN563
WN564
WN565
WN566
WN567
WN568
WN569
WN570
WN571
WN572
WN573
WN574
WN575
WN576
WN577
WN578
WN579
WN580

Nr
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
WN581
WN582
WN583
WN584
WN585
WN586
WN587
WN588
WN589
WN590
WN591
WN592
WN593
WN594
WN595
WN596
WN597
WN598
WN599
WN600
WN601
WN602
WN603
WN604
WN605
WN606
WN607
WN608
WN609
WN610
WN611
WN612
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P_JVC_
CX_16506668_R

P_JVC_
CX_16506668_F

P_MGS_
CX_14467740_R

P_MGS_
CX_14467740_F

P_JVC_
CX_12505342_R

Name
P_JVC_
CI_402221_F
P_JVC_
CI_402221_R
P_JVC_
CI_2433916_F
P_JVC_
CI_2433916_R

NT description
Sequence
Organism Chromosome Location
Amplifies region containing gap at 402221bp on Chromosome I of CB4856,
19
tcttcacgccgcatcgtta
C. elegans
I
402221
length N2 product (350), length CB product (283), primer number (547)
Amplifies region containing gap at 402221bp on Chromosome I of CB4856,
20
attgcttcttttctggcgcc
C. elegans
I
402221
length N2 product (350), length CB product (283), primer number (547)
Amplifies region containing gap at 2433916bp on Chromosome I of CB4856,
20
caaaatcggctgaatcgcgt C. elegans
I
2433916
length N2 product (311), length CB product (247), primer number (562)
Amplifies region containing gap at 2433916bp on Chromosome I of CB4856,
20
atgagttgttgggcgatcga C. elegans
I
2433916
length N2 product (311), length CB product (247), primer number (562)
……
Amplifies region containing gap at 12505342bp on Chromosome X of
20 CB4856, length N2 product (423), length CB product (359), primer number
gagccacgcaaagacacatc C. elegans
X
12505342
(1453)
Amplifies region containing gap at 14467740bp on Chromosome X of
21 CB4856, length N2 product (239), length CB product (152), primer number
gcaactgattgggtttgagct C. elegans
X
14467740
(511), Tm=59.4
Amplifies region containing gap at 14467740bp on Chromosome X of
22 CB4856, length N2 product (239), length CB product (152), primer number
tgtgtacgaaaaacaacctgga C. elegans
X
14467740
(511), Tm=58.4
Amplifies region containing gap at 16506668bp on Chromosome X of
20 CB4856, length N2 product (330), length CB product (273), primer number
gccagaagacccaaccgtaa C. elegans
X
16506668
(994)
Amplifies region containing gap at 16506668bp on Chromosome X of
20 CB4856, length N2 product (330), length CB product (273), primer number
cacccaactagcgtttgtcac C. elegans
X
16506668
(994)

Supplementary Table 2: The insertion or deletion markers

The full supplementary dataset can be found at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qHe2_ym5hMjOcLjme24krDXP5U78q9io?usp=sharing. Here
the first five and the last five rows of the tables are shown to illustrate the contents.
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Supplementary Table 3: qPCR primers
Gene
α-synuclein
GFP
rpl-6
Y37E3.8

Forward/Reverse
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R

Sequence
ATGGATGTATTCATGAAAGG
TTCAGGTTCGTAGTCTTGA
TTTCTGTCAGTGGAGAGGGT
CCTGTACATAACCTTCGGGC
TGTCACTCTCCGCAAGAC
TGATCTTGTGTGGTCCAGTG
GCGTTTGTGGTCTCTTGTC
CTCTGGGAGGAGTCCTTTTC
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Protein aggregation and misfolding have detrimental effects on cell growth
and differentiation and are key determinants underlying various pathologies of
organisms. Therefore, maintaining proteome integrity is important for reducing the
detrimental impact of misfolded proteins. Protein misfolding plays a role in various
human diseases, for example the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
(caused by misfolded prions) and neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD). A crucial symptom in PD is characterized
by the abnormal aggregation of α-synuclein protein into Lewy bodies. However,
the progression and morbidity are characterized by large variation among affected
individuals, in part explainable by natural genetic variation. To obtain a deeper
understanding of the role of natural genetic variation on protein aggregation, a
human α-synuclein model established in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans was
used. The candidate regulators of gene expression were identified in Recombinant
Inbred Lines (RILs) derived from a cross between genetically divergent C. elegans
strains NL5901 and SCH4856, both harbouring the human α-synuclein gene. Using
gene expression Quantitative Trait locus (eQTL) mapping, multiple regulatory hotspots were detected, many of which were located on Chromosome V. To pin-point
the causal loci, three Introgression Lines (ILs) that contain CB4856 introgressions in
an N2 background on Chromosome V were crossed with NL5901. Analysis of these
crosses verified the regulatory hotspot from the eQTL mapping in RILs. Subsequent

Abstract

mining WormNet and CeNDR, txt-14 was detected as potential polymorphic modifier
influencing human α-synuclein expression in C. elegans. In addition, the mediator
smi-1 was investigated for α-synuclein protein expression in C. elegans by mediation
analysis. In sum, it was proposed that human α-synuclein aggregation modulates
the txt-14 related pathway. Furthermore, α-synuclein protein accumulation in C.
elegans is mediated by smi-1, providing new leads for future pathogenesis studies
related to α-synuclein.
Key words: α-synuclein; C. elegans; RIL; IL; eQTL; mediation analysis
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1. Introduction
Protein aggregation has been recognized as a key process in the pathogenesis of a
number of human diseases, including the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
(caused by misfolded prions) [182,183] and Neurodegenerative Diseases (NGDs) [184]
such as Alzheimer Disease (AD) and Parkinson’s Disease (PD) [185]. NGDs affect neurons
of the central nervous system (CNS) and are associated with characteristic clinical
symptoms including dementia and motor disability [186,187]. In addition, NGDs have the
pathological hallmark of chronic, progressive multi-system neurodegenerative effects
that mainly affect the elderly [188,189]. Due to the increasing aging of human populations
worldwide, there is a pressing need for a deeper molecular and genetic understanding
of NGDs where protein aggregation is one of the most prominent pathogenesis-related
factors [146].
Protein aggregation has been found to impact organisms at various levels, from effects
on cellular organization up to distinct anatomical features. For example, aggregated
α-synuclein in PD and aggregated amyloid in AD may cause loss-of-function or toxic
gain-of-function in the cell [190,191]. These aggregations trigger tissue abnormalities
related to disease pathology and thus play an important role in the molecular cascade of
pathogenicity. At the cellular level, aberrant protein aggregation interrupts proteostasis
and may trigger toxicity pathways, which can be influenced by age and physiological
conditions [192]. At the organ level, both extracellular and intracellular aggregates are
involved in pathogenesis, including amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the
affected human brain [190]. Taken together, protein misfolding and aggregation is a
complex process that has impact at various organizational levels in an organism. To study
protein aggregation, many model organisms have been investigated including mice and
C. elegans.
Genetic variation plays a critical role in the onset and progression of NDGs [193] and
has been at the heart of quantitative genetic studies aiming to identify and characterize
causal loci associated with pathologies of NDGs. However, the detection of genetic
modifiers and their functional role in NDGs phenotypes has been hampered because
of poor genetic tractability in humans. This can be overcome by studying the genetic
variation of model organisms in which genes can be easily knocked out or overexpressed
in different genetic backgrounds [163,194]. For instance, the polymorphic monoamine
oxidase A encoding gene amx-2 was identified as a major modifier of the oncogenic RAS/
MAPK signalling pathway [165]. Subsequently, it was found that amx-2 also was causal
as gene expression regulator (eQTL) associated with Ras/MAPK signalling [195]. These
studies were conducted in the model nematode C. elegans for which powerful genetic
tools are available for studying genetic variation. C. elegans is a versatile translational
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model organism, widely studied for aging and longevity, neurological diseases, microbial
and virus infection, immunity disorders as well as specific human-related disorders such
as cancer, sleep and neurodegeneration [196-201].
C. elegans provides an abundant resource for natural genetic variation studies because of
the global distribution of many genetically diverse strains. The level of genetic diversity of
C. elegans is close to that of humans [164]. C. elegans has the advantages of a large number
of progeny, a rapid life cycle and short lifespan, transparent body and the ease of genetic
modification [202]. In addition, in the genes of C. elegans that encode proteins, ~38%
was estimated to have human orthologs [203]. Importantly, its advantages allow for the
construction of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from genetically diverse strains,
to obtain a large number of progeny with different genetic backgrounds. C. elegans RILs
have often been used in many quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping studies applied to
stress-response, lifespan analysis and metabolic studies [58,61,67]. QTL mapping in RILs
facilitates the study of how genetic variation influences α-synuclein aggregation across
different genetic backgrounds.
In chapter 4, human α-synuclein::YFP was introgressed in the genome of two genetically
different C. elegans strains. Previously, it was verified that α-synuclein introgression in six
different C. elegans genetic backgrounds affects complex traits such as lifespan [161],
and the α-synuclein protein expression varies among the different backgrounds (Chapter
4). However, it is unknown if there are background modifiers of α-synuclein affecting
phenotypic variation in the αS-RILs population.
In this project, eQTL was mapped across the constructed αS-RILs to investigate the
influence of genome background on the effect of α-synuclein gene expression. First, the
expression data was determined by applying microarrays on αS-RILs, then by expression
QTL (eQTL) mapping and finally by filtering the candidate loci. Following the construction
of introgression lines (ILs), the potential location of the modifier polymorphic loci was
narrowed down and selected the polymorphic modifier genes for α-synuclein expression
in C. elegans. Moreover, by combining the αS-RILs expression and previous α-synuclein
protein expression data, mediation analysis was applied to identify the mediator(s) for
α-synuclein protein expression.

2. Material & Methods
2.1 Nematode culturing and strains
C. elegans strains including 70 NL5901×SCH4856 RILs (Chapter 4), N2, CB4856, NL5901,
SCH4856, and N2×CB4856 ILs WN268, WN269, and WN270 were used in experiments
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[165,204]. Strains were kept at 20°C on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) plates seeded
with Escherichia coli OP50 as food resource [24]. To age-synchronize the nematodes,
starved nematode populations were transferred to fresh NGM plates, allowed for egg
laying (after three days), and then used bleach to dissolve the adults and keep the eggs.
Next, the eggs were transferred to fresh 9cm NGM plates [117].

2.2 IL construction
ILs were constructed to confirm eQTL trans-bands on Chromosome V. Three CB4856>N2
ILs: WN268, WN269, and WN270, were selected as parental lines because they carry a
CB4856 introgression on Chromosome V [204]. Hermaphrodites of these three strains
were crossed with NL5901 males separately to obtain four genotypes of homozygous
ILs: i) no-CB4856 introgression and no α-synuclein::YFP introgression (WN613, WN617,
and WN621), ii) with a CB4856 introgression and no α-synuclein::YFP introgression
(WN614, WN618, and WN622), iii) no CB4856 introgression and with an α-synuclein::YFP
introgression (WN615, WN619, and WN623), and iv) with a CB4856 introgression and with
an α-synuclein::YFP introgression (WN616, WN620, and WN624).
After generation of the F1, hermaphrodites were singled out for self-fertilization for 6
generations. Presence of the correct genotypes was confirmed in the F2. The presence of the
introgression after crossing was determined by gel-electrophoresis using insertion-deletion
primers [166]. The presence of the α-synuclein transgene was done by observing YFP signal
of the progeny using a stereo microscope equipped for YFP detection (ZEISS Axio Imager 2).

2.3 Gene expression experiments
For gene expression sample collection, a timeseries microarray experiment was done on
NL5901 and SCH4856 over the course of 48 up till 216 hours post synchronization (a sample
was collected each 24 hours). First, the nematodes were age-synchronized by bleaching
an egg-laying population. After approximately 48h of post-synchronization, nematodes
were collected by rinsing the NGM plates with M9 buffer and then transferred to fresh NGM
plates containing FUdR (Floxuridine, 200µl of 50mg/ml) to prevent newly-produced eggs
from hatching [205]. As such, nematodes on the plates were from the same generation.
Subsequently, 96h post-synchronization, nematodes were transferred to fresh FUdR
plates again to avoid starving, which might interfere with the expression. Upon sampling,
nematodes were collected in Eppendorf tubes which were then centrifugated to gather
all nematodes in a pellet. Finally, the supernatant was removed and the nematodes were
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until RNA isolation.
Subsequently for RILs expression sample collection, hermaphrodite nematodes were
collected at 120h after bleaching. Namely, the time series experiment indicated that mature
adult worms present relatively stable expression levels. Therefore, 120h old nematodes of
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all strains were used since at that point in time they do not go through stage-dependent
changes in gene expression anymore. The same experimental procedure was followed as
described for the time-series. At and age of 120h nematodes were collected in Eppendorf
tubes using M9 buffer, which were then processed and ultimately flash-frozen.
For the IL gene-expression experiment, the same setup as for the RILs was applied,
samples were also collected at an age of 120h. The experiment was conducted in three
time-separated biological replicates. Each replicate contained the full set of 16 ILs.

2.4 Gene expression by microarray
RNA isolation for the time series experiment, RIL experiment was done using the
Maxwell® 16 AS2000 instrument with the Maxwell® 16 LEV simply RNA tissue kit [206].
The IL experiment RNA isolation was conducted using the Maxwell® 16 LEV plant RNA
kit (Promega) [207]. The frozen nematodes were lysed using a modified lysis protocol
including a proteinase K digestion [27]. After isolation, the concentration was measured
using Nanodrop (Thermofisher). RNA samples were stored at -80°C until cDNA synthesis.
The microarray scanning and data extraction was conducted as described by [27].
Following ‘Two-Color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis’ (version 6.0) protocol,
the C. elegans (V2) Gene Expression Microarray 4 × 44k chips were used (Agilent).
Scanning was done with an Agilent High Resolution C Scanner. For extraction, Agilent
Feature Extraction (version 12.1.1.1) was used based on the manufacturer’s guidelines.
Raw data was deposited on ArrayExpress, under E-MTAB-11657 (timeseries experiment),
E-MTAB-11658 (RIL experiment), and E-MTAB-11661 (IL experiment).

2.5 Data analysis
Data was analyzed using RStudio (version 2021.09.0+351) with R (4.1.1, 64×). For data
processing the tidyverse package was used [208] and plotting was done using the ggplot2
package [209]. For some of the statistical analyses the ggpubr package was used [210]. For
mediation analysis the mediation, foreach, parallel and doParallel packages were used. All
data processing and analysis scripts were custom written and deposited at https://drive.
google.com/drive/folders/1qHe2_ym5hMjOcLjme24krDXP5U78q9io?usp=sharing.

2.6 Microarray expression normalization
Microarray data for the time-series, RIL and IL experiment were normalized with the
Loess method for within-array normalization and the Quantile method for betweenarray normalization in R by Limma package [128,129]. Afterwards, the log2 transformed
intensities were used. Before analysis, technical spots and spots that were associated with
none or more than one transcript (based on a blast versus the WS258 C. elegans genome)
were identified [79]. These 7,679 spots were censored in further analyses.
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2.7 eQTL mapping
The eQTL mapping was done following the procedure as described in [64,195]. In short, a
linear model was used to map gene expression QTL using a single marker model,
yi,j ∼ xj + ej,

where y is the log2-normalized intensity as measured by microarray of spot i (i = 1, 2,
..., 45220) of RIL j. This is explained by the genotype (either CB4856 or N2) on marker
location x (x = 1, 2, ..., 1927) of RIL j.
Permutations and calculations were performed to determine an empirical false discovery
rate [64,211]. The log2-normalized intensities of each line per gene were randomly
permuted over the genotypes, which was used for mapping with the single marker model
using the original genetic map. This was then repeated for ten randomized datasets as
previously [64]. The threshold was determined by a false discovery rate,
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚0
≤
𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 ⋅ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

where FDS (false discoveries) is the permutation outcome and RDS (real discoveries) comes
from the eQTL mapping at a specific significance level. The value of m0 and m were taken from
the number of microarray spots (45220), representing true null hypotheses and hypotheses
tested respectively. The FDR adjusted p-value (i.e. q-value) was set at 0.05 threshold.
Power analysis was done as described previously [195]. In short, 10 QTL per marker
location were simulated in normally distributed noise corresponding to various amounts
of variance explained from 0.20, 0.25, ..., 0.80. The data were subsequently mapped and
analyzed at the previously determined FDR = 0.05 threshold.

2.8 eQTL analysis
The mapped eQTL were classified as either cis- or trans-regulatory. This was determined
based on the location of the eQTL in correspondence with the regulated gene. If the gene
was within the confidence interval of the QTL (based on a 1.5 drop in -log10(p) significance),
the eQTL was classified as cis. In all other cases the eQTL was classified as trans.
The variance explained per microarray spot with an eQTL was calculated by ANOVA. For all
spots, also those with multiple peaks, this analysis of the gene expression explained over
the peak-marker was performed assuming a single-marker. For analytical purposes, the
list of eQTL was filtered to a single representative spot per gene (the spot with the highest
variance explained).
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Trans-bands (an enrichment of trans-eQTL) were identified by counting a Poisson
distribution of the mapped trans-eQTL [64,195,212]. The number of trans-eQTL per 0.5
Mb block were counted, and then calculation on how many trans-eQTL were expected
to be found was applied. This was used to identify if an overrepresentation according to
the Poisson distribution was present (p < 0.001). Thereby, trans-eQTL hotspots at specific
markers were determined.

2.9 IL differential gene expression analysis
The IL experiment contained a detectable batch effect and therefore the expression was
batch-corrected by fitting all the data per spot to a linear model and subtracting the
batch effects. Thereafter, the expression effects attributable to introgression, presence of
α-synuclein, and the interaction between the two were determined by
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ~ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

where y is the batch-corrected log2-normalized intensity as measured by microarray of
spot i (i = 1, 2, ..., 45220) of IL j. This is explained by the introgression I (either CB4856 or N2),
the presence of the α-synuclein transgene A or the interaction between I and A. The model
was fitted per set of strains (e.g. all the strains descending from the WN268 x NL5901 cross)
and for each of the strains n = 3. Significance was determined by correction for multiple
testing using the p.adjust function with the fdr method (q = 0.05).

2.10 IL – RIL comparative analysis
To determine the influence of the introgression, α-synuclein inclusion, and the interaction
between the two, the effect sizes attributable to these terms were correlated with the
eQTL effect sizes as measured in the RIL panel. For each of the IL sets (the groups of four
ILs deriving from a specific cross) the genes with an eQTL mapping onto the CB4856
introgression locus were thus investigated. The Pearson correlation was calculated, as well
as the significance of the correlation.

2.11 Enrichment Analysis
Gene enrichment analysis was done by a hypergeometric test on the genes, with
Bonferroni-corrected p<0.05, and filtering for categories with at least three genes, with
an overlap of at least two genes in the query. The following databased from www.
wormbase.org WS258 were used: gene class annotations, GO-annotation, anatomy terms,
phenotypes, RNAi phenotypes, developmental stage expression, and disease related
genes [213]. The ModERN transcription factor binding sites was also used from http://epic.
gs.washington.edu/modERN/ as described previously [214].
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2.12 WormNet and CeNDR
From the eQTL analysis, a list of 248 confirmed trans spots showing a significant difference
were obtained. By uploading the list to WormNet website (v3) [215], using the function
context-associated hub genes, a set of 8 clone IDs from the network were selected. From
this function, connected network of published genes could be used to predict the hub
genes that associated with these gene expressions.
Following that, the eight genes/clones on the list were checked on CeNDR website using
variation annotation [78], detailed information like genomic and identified polymorphism
of wild isolates are updated and shared. From the tool, the genetic variance could be
compared between wild types N2 and CB4856. When there the high variation of this gene
between the two strains existed, this candidate gene could be considered as a serious
potential polymorphic modifier.

2.13 Mediation analysis
Investigating the eQTL mapping is facilitated by mediation analysis which assumes that
a substantial number of trans-eQTLs influences expression of distant genes through
mediation by expression levels of a cis-transcript [216]. The protein trait (chapter 4) and
gene expression of αS RILs with trans-eQTLs were included in the mediation analysis
to calculate the mediation effect of each candidate mediator, and then applied 1000
permutations. For the mediation estimate, 0.5 was used as the threshold to select the
candidate mediator [216,217].

3. Results
3.1 eQTL mapping in the αS-RIL population identified trans-eQTL hotspots
on chromosome V
To identify modifier loci in C. elegans associated with gene-expression variation related
to α-synuclein accumulation an eQTL experiment was conducted. Firstly, a time-series
experiment was conducted on the two parental lines NL5901 and SCH4856 to determine
the optimal age for taking samples. At the age of 120 hours, few developmental gene
expression differences were detected between the parents, thus 120h of age was selected
because of relative stable expression (Supplementary Figure 1). From the previously
described NL5901×SCH4856 RIL panel (Chapter 4), a set of 70 sequenced RILs was
randomly picked (Figure 1A). These were grown at 20℃ for in total 120 hours, and for the
last 72 hours kept on fresh FUdR plates. FUdR prevents the eggs from hatching and allows
for easy collection and analysis of offspring. After 120 hours, the animals were collected,
RNA was isolated, and gene expression was measured (Figure 1B).
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To understand the genetic basis for gene-expression variation eQTL were determined.
Using a single marker model, both cis-eQTL (local acting, within 1Mb of the gene) and
trans-eQTL (distant acting) as well as eQTL hotspots were identified. We had the power to
identify 76.6% of the eQTL explaining at least 25% of the gene expression variation. 3,865
genes with an eQTL were identified, including trans eQTLs related to 2,406 genes and cis
eQTLs related to 1,827 genes (-log10(p)>4.3; permutation, FDR≤0.05) (Supplementary
table 1; Figure 1C). In the trans-eQTL set 18 eQTL hotspots were identified (Poisson
distribution, p<0.0001; Figure 1D). These hotspots contained 1,167 genes, representing
48.5% of all trans-eQTL. In conclusion, ample polymorphic genetic regulation of gene
expression was identified in the αS-RIL population.

Figure 1: eQTL mapping in the RILs. A: The 70 NL5901×SCH4856 RILs used for eQTL mapping. B: The
experimental setup of the eQTL experiment. B: experimental flow of sample collection and microarray.
C: A plot of the cis- and trans-eQTL identified in the αS-RIL population. The x-axis shows the position of
the eQTL and the y-axis the position of the gene that is regulated, both in million bases (Mb). The panels
on the top- and right side indicate the chromosomes. Each dot represents the peak of an eQTL identified
by mapping the expression data, the horizontal bars indicate the confidence interval of the eQTL. D: A
histogram indicating the density of trans-eQTL at each position on the chromosomes (per 0.5 Mb bin).
The dashed horizontal line indicates the threshold for significant overrepresentation of trans-eQTL in a
bin.
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Table 1: Identified trans-band location and the number of genes included

1
2

Trans_band
location
I:12.5-13Mb
I:14-14.5Mb

Nr of
genes
60
41

3

I:2-2.5Mb

65

4
5
6

II:2.5-3Mb
II:9.5-10Mb
III:1.5-2Mb

44
38
44

7

IV:1-2Mb

81

8

V:11-11.5Mb

70

9

V:13-13.5Mb

42

10

V:15-16Mb

130

11
12
13
14
15

V:17-18Mb
V:19-19.5Mb
V:4.5-5Mb
V:7-7.5Mb
V:9-9.5Mb

116
39
60
36
40

16

X:13-13.5Mb

53

17

X:2.5-3Mb

108

18

X:5-6Mb

80

Nr.

Phenotype association description
Lay dead eggs; transgene expression variant, sterile progeny
Drug response variant; body posture wavelength increased;
coelomocyte uptake defective; levamisole hypersensitive; cell
development variant
Dauer lifespan extended

Fat; bloated; body posture wavelength increased; turning
frequency variant; mRNA surveillance defective
mRNA levels increased; protein expression reduced; germ cell
development variant
Egg laying defective; thin
Posterior body morphology variant; maternal effect lethal
embryo; mitochondria alignment variant

small

Pleiotropic defects severe early embryo; body wall muscle
myosin organization defective; larval arrest; slow growth
Germ cell compartment size variant; axon guidance variant; cell
migration variant; ectopic expression transgene; locomotion
variant
Head bend angle increased; aldicarb resistant; forward point
velocity increased; oocyte septum formation variant

Each chromosome was found to contain at least one eQTL hotspot (or trans-band)
(Table 1). These represent regions where the allelic variation among the RILs affects
the expression of many genes at distant locations. In particular, 8/18 trans-bands were
found located on chromosome V. Enrichment analysis showed that genes with an eQTL
were enriched for gene ontology terms in 13/18 trans-bands (Supplementary table 3,
Supplementary Figure 2). Also, the chromosome V trans-bands were mostly enriched for
various gene ontology terms, including terms related to development, transcription, but
also protein kinase activity (Table 1). Protein kinase activity is associated with late-onset
Parkinson’s disease [218]. As the chromosome V region was rich in trans-bands, we sought
to replicate the effects mapped to those loci.
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3.2 IL-RIL comparative analysis and the identification of polymorphic modifier txt-14
To understand the exact influence of the α-synuclein introgression on gene expression a
set of ILs was constructed. The region on chromosome V from 3.85 – 20.9 Mb, containing all
eight chromosome V trans-bands, was covered by crossing three previously constructed
CB4856>N2 ILs (WN268, WB269, and WN270) with NL5901 (Figure 2A). From these
crosses, four genotypes were obtained: i) harbouring no α-synuclein and no CB4856
introgression, ii) harbouring no α-synuclein but with CB4856 introgression, iii) harbouring
α-synuclein but no CB4856 introgression, and iv) harbouring both α-synuclein and CB4856
introgression (Figure 2B). Thus, from the three crosses, in total 12 ILs were constructed.
To confirm the trans-bands and to determine whether the influenced eQTL are the results of
an interaction between the α-synuclein transgene and the CB4856-genotype, these αS-ILs
were used for a gene-expression study similar to the αS-RIL experiment. Using correlation
analysis, the eQTL effects as mapped in the RILs were correlated with the expression
differences in the ILs attributable to CB4856 introgression, α-synuclein transgene, and
the interaction between CB4856 introgression and α-synuclein transgene. The analysis
showed that the introgression effect was dominant, explaining a significant amount of the
measured cis- and trans-eQTL (R > 0.85; Supplementary Figure 3A). However, it was also
found that a minor part of the expression variation in the trans-eQTL was affected by the
interaction between the introgression and the α-synuclein transgene (Supplementary
figure 3C), whereas the α-synuclein inclusion itself was hardly associated with expression
changes at the chromosome V locus (Supplementary Figure 3B). Altogether it can be
concluded that the trans-bands on chromosome V are mainly the result of allelic variation,
not from an interplay between α-synuclein and the CB4856 genotype.
Although the overall effect of introgression – α-synuclein interactions at the chromosome
V loci was small, 98 genes with expression affected by the interaction were identified.
Of these, 30 were mapped in the RILs as eQTL to the location of the introgression, most
(28/30) as cis-eQTL (Figure 2C). The effect-direction of the interaction was typically
opposed to the introgression effect and many of the genes fell into the fbxa-class. Upon
further investigation of the genes with an interaction effect, the gene pmk-1 was identified,
which has been associated with late-onset Parkinson’s disease through protection against
cellular stress (Figure 2D) [218]. This gene had an eQTL as well in the IL panel (Figure 2E,
Figure 2F), although the observed expression effect is similar to the ILWN268 and ILWN269 sets
(lower expression when the CB4856 allele is present), the ILWN270 set shows markedly high
expression. This could indicate under the ILWN270 introgression backgrounds, that pmk-1
was upregulated, while pmk-1 is also important for the adaptation to stress [219].
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Figure 2: Introgression line experiments. A: The crossing setup for the ILs, males of NL5901 were crossed
with three different CB4856>N2 ILs. The F1 progeny were self-fertilized for 8 generations, ultimately
leading to four types of strains. B: The introgression line (IL) panel generated. Blue colors indicate the
CB4856 genotype, orange the N2 genotype and purple the α-synuclein::YFP region on chromosome IV.
C: The relative expression of the genes with a significant interaction effect in the ILs with an eQTL on
chromosome V. The RIL eQTL effect, and the expression in the ILs attributable to the introgression, the
α-synuclein, and the interaction between the two are shown. Genes are ordered based on the RIL eQTL
effect. D: The expression of pmk-1 and pmk-2 in the IL experiment. The expression values shown are
the log2 ratio with the mean. E: The eQTL profile of pmk-1 in the RIL experiment. The dashed horizontal
line indicates the FDR = 0.05 threshold. F: The genotype split-out at the eQTL peak, the presence of the
CB4856 allele leads to lower expression.

To further select the potential modifier, the spots confirmed with three ILs were analysed
on WormNet. By using context-centric prediction function, a list of hub genes based on
the gene network were obtained. These genes were considered as potential polymorphic
modifiers (Table 2).
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Table 2: Clone ID lists from WormNet analysis and their variation check under CeNDR
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Clone ID
T07C4.9
F32B6.1
TY106G6H.14
F15A8.6
M106.3
F08H9.7
F15E11.12
ZK1320.2
Y51A2D.14
T13F2.8

Gene name
nex-2
nhr-4

clec-56

txt-14
cav-1

Chromosome
III
IV
I
X
II
V
V
II
V
IV

Variation
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
NA
Low
High
Low

To confirm the potential modifiers, the gene location was checked as well as the genetic
variation of the spot location between N2 and CB4856 genome. Only when there is large
variation between N2 and CB4856, the gene can be considered as polymorphic modifier.
From the candidate list (Table 2), there were two genes having a relatively high variation,
from which only one gene txt-14 locates at target chromosome V. Therefore, txt-14 was
selected as potential polymorphic modifier of α-synuclein in C. elegans.

3.3 Mediator smi-1 was defined from genotype-phenotype analysis in αS
RILs
Mediation analysis was applied to investigate the candidate mediator that may mediate the
effect of genetic variation in gene expression on α-synuclein protein expression (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Mediation analysis for α-synuclein protein expression in the RILs. On the x-axis the physical
position of the genes is shown, on the y-axis the mediation estimate is given. The whole area shown is
the confidence interval of the α-synuclein protein expression QTL, with the peak of the QTL located at the
dashed vertical line. The four genes with the highest mediation estimate have been annotated in the plot.
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The estimated mediation effect of candidate mediators was calculated, and the candidate
was selected above the threshold. The one with highest estimate was gene smi-1. The top
four genes were smi-1, moa-1, B0524.5 and Y39A3A.4. In this case, smi-1 was considered as
a candidate mediator that has impact on the regulatory process influencing α-synuclein
protein expression in C. elegans.

4. Discussion
4.1 C. elegans αS-RILs as a model population for studying genetic variation
of protein accumulation
C. elegans has been used as a model organism for studying protein accumulation, which is
an important hallmark of NDG in humans. Former studies in C. elegans were often limited
to α-synuclein accumulation in a single genotype, i.e. the canonical strain Bristol N2, and
hardly allow to investigate natural genetic variants modifying the effect of α-synuclein
(but see [167]). The request of extending genetic variation studies promotes investigating
more strains of C. elegans. Variant genetic backgrounds allow for more causal loci studies.
Compared to a single strain, the constructed C. elegans αS-RILs provides a genetically
diverse population, which facilitates the investigation of polymorphic loci. In this chapter,
eQTL were mapped in a population of αS-RILs and focused on detecting polymorphic
modifiers of α-synuclein. This was followed by mediating the link between gene expression
and protein expression of α-synuclein .

4.2 eQTL mapping in αS-RILs
It was found that different genetic backgrounds like recombinant inbred lines can affect
the expression of introgressed human α-synuclein in C. elegans. Previous studies revealed
that the α-synuclein introgression in different C. elegans genetic backgrounds can cause
different effects on complex traits due to the backgrounds [161]. Whereas the previous
study regarding α-synuclein expression was limited to six PD strains of C. elegans [161], the
number of genetic backgrounds and recombination cross-overs were increased by having
more RILs. This provides a larger and more powerful genetic resource and allows for more
precise investigation to narrow down the region of background modifiers interacting with
human α-synuclein introgression.
A microarray analysis was applied for the αS-RILs to measure gene expression from
45220 spots. eQTL mapping was used to map eQTL hotspots region (trans-bands) that
might interact with α-synuclein. In total, 18 trans-bands were found covering 5206 spots.
However, since all RILs harboured α-synuclein and the CB4856 introgression, it was
difficult to distinguish whether the effect on gene expression was due to these single
introgressions or due to their interaction. To further select the background modifiers,
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these two introgressions were separated on chromosome V, which contained most eQTL
hotspots (1024) to reduce the number of potential modifiers.
The present eQTL results allow for comparison with another eQTL study where a RIL
population harbouring the mutation in the Ras/MAPK-pathway gene let-60 was applied.
Here microarrays were also used and gene expression levels in 33 RILs sensitized for RAS/
MAPK signalling were measured [195]. For a genetic map of 247 informative markers, 77%
of the QTL explaining 40% of the variation was detected. In the present study it was found
that 76.6% of the eQTL explained at least 25% of the gene expression variation. It was
found that 3,865 genes had an eQTL, including trans eQTLs related to 2,406 genes and
cis eQTLs related to 1,827 genes. For the trans-eQTL, 18 eQTL hotspots containing 1,167
genes were found, representing 48.5% of all trans-eQTL. Sterken et al. (2017) detected
2303 genes with at least one eQTL. For 1516 of these genes, a cis-eQTL was found. 560
genes in 6 trans-eQTL hotspots were detected, representing 48.5% of all trans-eQTL. This
comparison shows that the present results are in congruence with previous independent
eQTL modifier studies and that our findings are robust.

4.3 ILs construction and modifier selection
ILs were constructed to separate the two introgressions and to select the candidate
modifiers of human α-synuclein. The present ILs provide a new approach based on
recombinant strains derived from N2×CB4856. These introgression strains, harbouring
α-synuclein, had a CB4856 introgression on chromosome V within an otherwise N2
genome background. The ILs could then be used to compare gene expressions among
different genotypes, not only the CB4856 introgression on the effect of α-synuclein but
also the influence of CB4856 introgression and α-synuclein on gene expression separately.
After successfully selecting four α-synuclein::YFP introgression genotypes, microarray
analysis was applied to measure the gene expression, and compared these with the
expression data of the RILs. As a result, the spots with significant differences between
‘with CB4856, with α-synuclein’ and ‘without CB4856, with α-synuclein’ were selected. In
this case, the spots that interacted with human α-synuclein and caused the expression
difference were defined. Comparing with previous ILs from N2×CB4856 C. elegans
background, these ILs have external introgression of human α-synuclein, thus allowing
for extended gene function investigations[204]. In addition, using this set of data, by
comparing other genotypes of ILs, the spots could also be simply filtered from the non-αsynuclein background that was influencing the gene expression.
From the ILs and RILs eQTL comparison, 248 spots (clone ID) were selected. The list of
spots was uploaded to WormNet (v3) for further analysis. WormNet (v3) is a platform for
generating hypotheses by network assistance. WormNet is a probabilistic functional gene
network of protein-encoding genes of C. elegans and integrates many different data from
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different studies, with each data type weighted according to how well it links genes that
are known to function together in C. elegans. It is efficient for searching context-associated
hub genes that mediate physiology [215]. In our study, a hub gene list containing 8
predicted candidate modifiers was generated after combining the submitted genes and
the networks that existed in WormNet (v3). The platform predicted key genes based on a
given biological context (submitted Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs)). In this case,
it was sufficient to connect newly discovered DEGs with known molecular pathways to
extend the networks, and to detect the loci that might relate to a certain phenotype under
study, for instance α-synuclein expression connection in this project.

4.4 α-synuclein specific polymorphic modifiers txt-14
From the list of eight candidate hub genes, several protein-encoding genes were identified.
Thus, the interaction of the modifier with α-synuclein had a high chance of transcriptional
regulation. Only one polymorphic spot was finally detected after the genome difference
was compared between N2 and CB4856 on CeNDR: txt-14. This gene was hardly reported
before. The modifier txt-14 encoded transcellular chaperone signalling across tissues and
was known to be enriched in head mesodermal cell, intestine, mechanosensory neurons
and muscle cell. There is no publication on the function of txt-14 and txt does not have an
orthologue with human neither. But the expression of txt-14 was reported related to hsf1-mediated HSR [220]. It can interact with dpy-10 and hsf-1. hsf-1 is one of the important
heat shock transcription factor (HSF), and related to a series of physiological process
including aging and immunity [221]. In this case it can be speculated that txt-14 might be
related to the response of hsf-1 regarding the human α-synuclein expression in C. elegans.
In addition, because human α-synuclein protein was expressed in the muscle of C. elegans,
txt-14 could also be related because of the physical expression location. Based on this, txt14 might influence the α-synuclein aggregation via the expression in C. elegans muscle.
Further functional analysis should be conducted to confirm this. The conserved pathways
and homologue of txt-14 in human could also be explored to find potential relationships
with α-synuclein.
By combining WormNet and CeNDR analysis [78,215], the candidate spots from our
research were connected to known studies and take advantage of the existing network,
providing more insight into accumulated human protein α-synuclein. Finally, txt-14
was detected as a polymorphic modifier of human α-synuclein expression in C. elegans,
suggesting that human α-synuclein aggregation might interact with txt-14.

4.5 Identification of the α-synuclein protein expression mediator smi-1
To investigate the connection between genetic variation and phenotype variation,
mediation analysis applied. Through mediation analysis that combined genetic map
(genotype) and α-synuclein protein expression (phenotype), smi-1 was selected as the
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mediator. In C. elegans, smi-1 is involved in embryo development and is predicted as part
of the survival of motor neurons (SMN) complex. In addition, smi-1 is an ortholog of human
GEMIN2. Interestingly, the mutation in human SMN genes can cause disorder related to
neuromuscular aspects, and affect muscle movement due to loss of motor neurons [222].
This effect is potentially related to PD symptoms, which also includes movement and
motor neuron defect. Besides, another one of the top four mediator candidates, B0524.5,
was reported influenced by pmk-1, the high expressed gene in the ILs, indicating the
potential link between protein expression mediator and gene expression related genes.
In this study we used CB4856 introgressions in an N2 background. ILs are a powerful tool
to identify potential causal loci by isolating specific loci of one allele (in this case CB5856)
into an otherwise similar background of the other allele (in this case N2). Using N2 as
the recipient strain is obvious since N2 is the main canonical genotype that is widely
used and for which a wealth of genetic and genomic tools are available. Although the
introgressed loci of the ILs are often of a smaller size than the QTL intervals obtained with
the RIL population, it increases the resolution, while at the same time reduces the number
of polymorphic genes to be identified in an effort of fine mapping. Mutation mapping
studies based on SNP maps of the CB4856 and N2 strain may reveal that the penetrance
of mutations can be greatly modified by the CB4856 genotypic background. This
suggests that there is potential for an N2/CB4856 IL library to elucidate the mechanistic
underpinning of the modifier genes. Instead of using N2 as the recipient background, it
would also be worthwhile to investigate the phenotypic effects of an N2 introgression into
an otherwise CB4856 background. This would provide more evidence for allelic effects
affecting mapped phenotypes.
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Supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1. Time series experiment result of NL5901(orange) and SCH4856 (blue). (A. PCO
analysis of NL5901 and SCH4856; B: relative age of NL5901 and SCH4856 at different age)
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Supplementary Figure 2. enrichment analysis of identified trans bands
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Supplementary Figure 3. Effect analysis regarding CB4856 introgression(A)/α-synuclein(B)/interaction(C)
Supplementary Table 1. Power analysis
Simulation. Simulation.
sigma
type
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
peak
noise

1
1.15
1.3
1.47
1.64
1.82
2
2.2
2.47
2.73
3.05
3.45
4
1

QTL_
QTL_
QTL_
QTL_
QTL_
Simulation.
Effect_size_
detection. detection. detection. detection.
detection.
var_
estimation_
detected_ detected_ detected_ percentage_ percentage_
explained
quantile_5
true
false
not
detected
false
0.2
2412
9359
7499
12.5
48.6
0.94
0.25
3601
11350
4319
18.7
58.9
0.866086957
0.3
4732
12184
2354
24.6
63.2
0.812307692
0.35
5730
12254
1286
29.7
63.6
0.791836735
0.4
6610
11878
782
34.3
61.6
0.779268293
0.45
7488
11226
556
38.9
58.3
0.798901099
0.5
8148
10720
402
42.3
55.6
0.813
0.55
8885
10070
315
46.1
52.3
0.821818182
0.6
9831
9177
262
51
47.6
0.834817814
0.65
10629
8409
232
55.2
43.6
0.846886447
0.7
11436
7611
223
59.3
39.5
0.864918033
0.75
12085
6969
216
62.7
36.2
0.877681159
0.8
13133
5927
210
68.2
30.8
0.8935
0
0
10297
240213
0
4.1

Effect_size_
estimation_
quantile_25
1.074
0.996521739
0.950769231
0.936054422
0.929268293
0.928571429
0.931
0.934545455
0.939271255
0.941391941
0.949344262
0.952463768
0.958
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Effect_size_
estimation_
quantile_50

Effect_size_
estimation_
quantile_75

1.191
1.12173913
1.061538462
1.043537415
1.029268293
1.020879121
1.018
1.014545455
1.009716599
1.007326007
1.006557377
1.004637681
1.002

1.334
1.248695652
1.189230769
1.159183673
1.131707317
1.120879121
1.104
1.093636364
1.080161943
1.071794872
1.064262295
1.056231884
1.0455

QTL-true_
QTL-true_
QTL-true_
QTL-true_
QTL-true_
Effect_size_
peak_location_ peak_location_ peak_location_ peak_location_ peak_location_
estimation_
distance_
distance_
distance_
distance_
distance_
quantile_95
quantile_5
quantile_25
quantile_50
quantile_75
quantile_95
1.554
0
0
1264
50323
390968
1.452173913
0
0
1145
49186
397352
1.376076923
0
0
1127
42104
362889
1.333333333
0
0
1032
45157.25
381496
1.295121951
0
0
968
41922
376725
1.265934066
0
0
838
36713
362310.9
1.237
0
0
829
36843
362858.9
1.216181818
0
0
848
36634
351615.6
1.188663968
0
0
793
36028
362889
1.168498168
0
0
625
33567
330487
1.152131148
0
0
829
33951
346198
1.132753623
0
0
770
33567
328857
1.113
0
0
672
33225
340974
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The full supplementary dataset can be found at https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1qHe2_ym5hMjOcLjme24krDXP5U78q9io?usp=sharing. Here the first five and
the last five rows of the tables are shown to illustrate the contents.
Supplementary Table 2. eQTL table
trait

qtl_
chromosome

qtl_bp

AGIWUR1000

V

17056856

qtl_
qtl_
qtl_
marker significance effect
1573

4.41

0.277

qtl_
qtl_
qtl_bp_
peak marker_left
left
1573

1556

15766357

qtl_
marker_ qtl_bp_right
right
1600

17798385

AGIWUR10003

I

1177514

23

4.55

-0.11

23

10

1015845

50

1544073

AGIWUR10019

IV

16113714

1296

4.42

0.58

1296

1260

14709443

1334

16508166

AGIWUR10022

V

11271184

1507

6.93

0.125

1507

1498

9162783

1516

13259309

AGIWUR9971

I

1179213

25

4.52

-0.181

25

18

1054258

31

1245952

AGIWUR9975

V

15327974

1543

9.43

-0.331

1543

1527

14095452

1554

15717655

AGIWUR9981

X

2937499

1704

5.39

-0.084

1704

1686

2494514

1711

2940553

AGIWUR9984

III

11050615

926

6.31

-0.136

926

893

5501085

932

11271108

AGIWUR9992

IV

12984922

1200

4.53

-0.698

1200

1181

12626811

1213

13214141

The full supplementary dataset can be found at https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1qHe2_ym5hMjOcLjme24krDXP5U78q9io?usp=sharing. Here the first five and
the last five rows of the tables are shown to illustrate the contents.
Supplementary Table 3. Trans bands enrichment table
Term

Annotation

Group

Genes_in_group

Overlap_expected

V:15-16Mb

gene_class

sdz

33

0.236135957

V:15-16Mb

anatomy_association

ABarpa

22

0.157423971

V:15-16Mb

anatomy_association

ABprpappa

38

0.271914132

V:15-16Mb

anatomy_association

ABprpappp

37

0.264758497

V:13-13.5Mb

TFBS_Encode

ZTF-4 L2 (OP322 209)

622

1.41616523

V:15-16Mb

gene_association

regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter

127

0.908765653

V:11-11.5Mb

gene_association

ATP binding

832

3.157152925

V:11-11.5Mb

TFBS_Encode

AMA-1 YA (N2 258)

241

0.914511845

V:15-16Mb

anatomy_association

uterine muscle

128

0.915921288
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gene_
chromosome

gene_bp

gene_WBID

gene_
sequence_
name

gene_
public_name

qtl_
type

qtl_R2_sm

qtl_
representative

trans_
band

II

307545

WBGene00019279

K01A2.4

K01A2.4

trans

0.221653919

yes

V:1718Mb

IV

10246160 WBGene00008512

F01G10.10

F01G10.10

trans

0.228924826

yes

none

IV

15124931 WBGene00010953

M199.4

clec-190

cis

0.222183828

yes

none

X

10589780 WBGene00004749

F57C7.3

sdn-1

trans

0.3399664

yes

V:1111.5Mb

E04F6.6

E04F6.6

trans

0.227063034

yes

none

C25D7.16

C25D7.16

cis

0.440750224

yes

none

II

7197415

V

15056289 WBGene00050940

WBGene00017126

X

6880909

WBGene00018279

F41C6.6

F41C6.6

trans

0.269946783

yes

X:2.53Mb

III

9336881

WBGene00001263

K04H4.1

emb-9

cis

0.312610833

yes

none

IV

12942933 WBGene00007876

C32H11.13

dct-19

cis

0.227537421

yes

none

5
Overlap

Fold_enrichment

Significance

Bonferroni

FDR

9

5.252235355

2.00429E-14

9.58452E-11

9.58452E-11

5

4.989200949

8.13231E-09

3.88887E-05

1.88348E-06

6

4.46373946

8.58637E-09

4.106E-05

1.88348E-06

6

4.502213608

7.0464E-09

3.36959E-05

1.88348E-06

4

1.498010399

0.013027274

1

0.048366789

3

1.722982287

0.01316293

1

0.048719143

7

1.148730779

0.013235531

1

0.048912139

3

1.71388874

0.013296618

1

0.049099945

3

1.711666974

0.013514032

1

0.049710848
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1. Single vs combined perturbations
Living organisms are affected by a wide range of different perturbations in their natural
environments. These include biotic perturbations like pathogenic microbes, predators
and parasites and abiotic perturbations like heat, cold, drought, or toxic compounds, just
to name a few, and many of which act simultaneously or in combination. Next to these,
genetic perturbations affect organisms by means of de novo mutations or allelic variation.
All three types of perturbation, biotic, abiotic, and genetic, often induce signalling
cascades in order to maintain physiological and functional homeostasis. Investigations
into the causes and consequences of perturbation and the underlying molecular genetic
pathways has been an important research field in natural populations in relation to their
respective ambient environments as well as laboratory research in model species like the
fish Danio rerio, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans. An important reason for perturbation research in model animals is the fact that
perturbation response pathways share components that are highly similar to the ones
in complex human disease pathways. For instance, Epiney et al (2021) studied a human
Werner syndrome in a fruit fly model to increase an understanding between stress
response and aging by describing the fly responses to common perturbations (oxidative,
thermal, and starvation) [223].
Perturbation research in C. elegans has also provided a deeper insight into the genetic and
molecular mechanisms underlying complex human diseases. The heat stress response
in C. elegans involves HSPs, HSF-1, and the ILS pathway, that play a role in progression
of cancer and age-related neurodegenerative diseases in humans [155]. In humans and
nematodes, hypoxic environments induce HIF (HIF is the ortholog of HIF-1 in C. elegans).
In humans, the induction plays a key role in tissue repair, ischemia, and cancer [155].
Yet, the vast majority of perturbation studies in C. elegans and other model species
are limited to studying the exposure to single perturbations and not to combinations
of different perturbations. Combined perturbations may provide novel insights into
the associated pathways of single perturbation. Crombie et al. (2016) investigated
the interaction between heat stress and oxidative stress and found that both stressors
interact synergistically to reduce survival [224]. Comparison to the single stress exposures
revealed that the induction of key oxidative-stress response genes was generally
inhibited, whereas the induction of key heat-shock response (HSR) genes was not. More
recently, combined effects of chemical mixtures on the oxidative stress and heat stress
response were reported [225]. It was found that the combined exposure to mixtures
leads to different effects than individual components, and that under changed ambient
environments, such as increased heat and reduced food availability, different oxidative
stress responses were recorded in C. elegans. In contrast to these studies that focus on the
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combination of abiotic perturbations, in Chapter 3 I tested the hypothesis of the potential
co-regulation of abiotic and biotic perturbation, namely virus infection and heat stress. I
combined heat stress with virus infection and found that the susceptibility of C. elegans
to virus infection was reduced after heat stress. It was suggested that pals-22 is both a
co-regulator of viral response and heat stress, leading to enhanced virus tolerance of C.
elegans after heat stress. In Chapter 3 I have scratched the surface of perturbation analysis
based on combined exposures to biotic and abiotic perturbations as a start of studying
combined perturbations, further investigation on underlying mechanisms depends on
the phenotypic behaviour at the first step.
As far as I know, there are very few other studies that address this important issue in plants
or animals and none in C. elegans [226,227]. Recently, Parekh et al. (2021) reported on the
effect of virus infection in honeybees in combination with chemical stimulants (thyme
oil) and chemical stressors (fumagillin and clothianidin). Their results show that exposure
to thyme oil resulted in increased expression of genes involved in antiviral defence
including the RNAi pathway as well as genes involved in immune competence [228]. The
main reason for this caveat in multiple simultaneous perturbation research very likely
is the fact that studying combinations of effects of multiple perturbations very quickly
leads to large-scale experimental setups with high vs. low exposures and short vs. long
exposure durations [229]. Moreover, the underlying “mode of action” of each perturbation
may affect the “mode of action” of the other perturbation, thereby complicating a detailed
mechanistic understanding of multiple perturbation exposures. Yet, exposure to multiple
stressors is likely to help us understand trade-offs that are relevant in nature. Future
approaches may learn from methods as proposed for combined toxicity research where
powerful network methodologies on both experimental and computational analysis have
been developed in order to identify combination therapies in drug development [230], to
explore the potential loci controlling combined response regulations.

2. Single vs. multiple genetic backgrounds
C. elegans studies are often limited to studying effects of single perturbations, furthermore
almost all perturbation studies have been carried out in a single genetic background, the
canonical strain Bristol N2. This applies to nearly all C. elegans research where Bristol N2 is
the standard reference line [72,163,231]. Later, CB4856, a strain with a relatively distinct and
polymorphic genome from Bristol N2, was studied to compare with Bristol N2 regarding
the genetic architecture of complex phenotypes [139,165,232-234]. For instance, recently,
Lansdon et al. (2022) reported on the gene expression profiles in response to microbial
infection (biotic perturbation) in Bristol N2 and CB4856. They found that CB4856 was more
susceptible to the microbe Staphylococcus epidermidis. Transcriptome analysis revealed
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that gene-expression profiles differed between strain and microbe [235]. Building on the
genotypic differences between Bristol N2 and CB4856, Bristol N2×CB4856 recombinant
inbred line (RIL) panels were constructed [163]. Moreover, multi-parent RIL panels were
generated to capture a larger proportion of the species’ genetic variation (such as the
multi-parental experimental evolution (CeMEE panel)) and increase the number of
chromosomal break-points and recombinations (four-parental RIL and CeMEE panel),
thereby enhancing the power to detect causal allelic variants [63,236].
Studying genetic variation, i.e. multiple genetic backgrounds, is a powerful approach
for unravelling the genes controlling complex traits in natural populations. Genetically
distinct C. elegans strains have been investigated for their causal genes or loci controlling
complex phenotypic traits, including pathogen response pathways. With regard to the
phenotypic traits related to C. elegans-microbiota responses, such as response to bacteria,
microsporidia and viruses, phenotypic traits like behavioural response and pathogen
susceptibility have been studied. These phenotype by genotype studies involved wild
strains, in combination with quantitative analyses to explore the genetic mechanism
underlying these complex traits. For instance, a genetic variation study in C. elegans, used
genetically divergent wild strains Bristol N2 and CB4856 for studying the behavioural
response of odour attractiveness to the pathogenic soil bacterium Serratia marcescens
as well as resistance against microsporidia Nematocida ironsii [84,85]. Glater et al. (2014)
found that Bristol N2 strongly preferred the odour of S. marcescens while CB4856 was
differed [84]. They found epistatic QTL underlying the odour preference. Balla et al. (2019)
demonstrated natural genetic variation in an LGG-2-dependent (an autophagy protein)
process regulating microsporidia colonization between Bristol N2 and CB4856 [85]. In
addition to Bristol N2 and CB4856, other wild isolates have also been used, for instance
to study genetic variation in behavioural response to B. thuringiensis infection [82]. It was
found that 10 isolates from across the world strongly varied in survival rate and infection
level of B. thuringiensis.
Similarly, other studies used RILs generated from a cross between Bristol N2 and CB4856
and reported on mapping of loci and candidate allelic variants associated with heat
stress and metabolism changes in C. elegans [58,67]. Genetic variation study in C. elegans
includes abiotic (chemical) stress as well, for instance exposure to a human medicine
bleomycin. Here the authors detected a locus underlying bleomycin-response variation.
Further analysis using ILs and gene editing they discovered that a novel nematodespecific gene (scb-1) is required for bleomycin resistance [237]. In addition to RILs derived
from two parents (Bristol N2 and CB4856), multiple-parental RILs were constructed from
four wild isolates (strains JU1511, JU1926, JU1931, and JU1941). QTLs were investigated
for lifespan, stress resistance, developmental speed, and population growth in different
environments. Many new QTL were detected that were not found in previous QTL analysis
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based on two-parental RILs, including those for lifespan and pathogen responses [63]. In
sum, C. elegans has provided abundant and powerful resources for genetic variation study
and these have provided useful tools for researching the quantitative genetics associated
multiple perturbations.
In this thesis, I investigated the combination of two perturbations, heat stress and Orsay
virus (OrV) infection in different genetic backgrounds. It was previously shown that OrV
was known to trigger the Intracellular Pathogen Response (IPR) and HS was proven
to induce Heat Stress Response (HSR) in order to maintain proteostasis [115,238]. The
two types of perturbations and their combinations were applied to the C. elegans wild
strains of N2, CB4856, JU1580 and JU1511 (chapter 3). I studied the response of each
strain to a combination of different perturbations and compared the response among
the different strains. I exposed strains Bristol N2 and JU1511 to OrV as well as to HS and
found that the viral load in JU1511 under HS before OrV significantly increased while no
difference was found for N2 under the same treatment. These results suggest that the
effect of biotic perturbation likely differs across different wild type genetic backgrounds
when exposed to abiotic perturbation. So, apart from the fact that different types of
perturbations can give rise to different effect when exposed in combination, this
becomes even more complex when different genetic backgrounds are involved. In
addition to biotic and abiotic perturbations, I explored how genetic perturbation from
introgressed human α-synuclein insertion affected C. elegans phenotypes (Chapter
4). I explored the contribution of genetic variation by creating a set of Recombinant
Inbred Lines (RILs) and Introgression Lines (ILs) derived from NL5901 and SCH4856, in
order to reveal the causal genetic loci that are responsible for the α-synuclein response
differences (Chapter 4, Chapter 5). I applied quantitative genetic analyses including
Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL), expression QTL (eQTL) mapping and mediation analysis,
to narrow down the causal locus (Chapter 4, Chapter 5). Compared to a single genetic
background, or perturbation, our findings revealed how different strains responded to
genetic perturbation (human α-synuclein insertion), and detected the potential causal
genetic locus.

3. Protein aggregation in α-synuclein RILs
Genetic perturbation by means of insertion of human α-synuclein in the C. elegans
genome was measured by quantifying α-synuclein aggregation, a symptom associated
with NGDs like Parkinson’s Disease in humans. The aggregation, as well as induced
protein misfolding, may cause loss-of-function or toxic gain-of-function, triggering
molecular cascade of the pathogenicity in humans [190,191]. Protein aggregation and
misfolding operates on the molecular, cellular and tissue levels [191] and the underlying
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mechanism of protein aggregation depending on the genetic variation are still rather
unclear [239,240]. A potential cure or preventative therapy requires a deeper insight into
the disease pathogenesis due to genetic variation, including – but not limited to – the
perspective of therapeutic directions such as the aggregation blocking and the clearance
of toxic misfolding [184]. The major constituent of Lewy bodies, PD-linked gene product
α-synuclein protein aggregation is one of the key proteins under research [146]. In humans,
α-synuclein aggregation is mainly expressed in the brain and affects neuronal membrane
stability, trafficking and presynaptic signalling [49,50]. Although PD has α-synuclein
aggregation as common feature, the clinical symptoms for PD are strongly affected by an
individual’s genetic background [153]. Model organisms, like C. elegans, allow for exploring
the role of genetic variation in PD research and to look for the underlying mechanisms of
protein aggregation. I used the parental lines of C. elegans harbouring human α-synuclein
insertion to construct RILs and ILs (Chapter 4 and 5), to obtain a wider range of genetic
variation between two distinct genotypes. Human α-synuclein expression was measured
on both mRNA and protein level. However, for the same populations at the same age,
there was more expression difference found at the protein level. Our results on the genetic
variation may be caused by the protein expression difference due to translation and/or
degradation.
To further investigate the mechanism underlying the protein accumulation of the human
α-synuclein in C. elegans across the α-synuclein RILs, I exposed the RILs to the chemicals
ABT-737, MG-132, and Cycloheximide that influence protein accumulation on part of
the RILs from the perspective of autophagy, proteasome inhibition, and translational
elongation inhibition, respectively [170-173]. As such, I obtained a first insight about
the level, at which the human α-synuclein protein accumulation becomes variant
under the same gene expression. It was revealed the difference of human α-synuclein
protein expression between NL5901 and SCH4856 was reduced by MG-132, relating to
proteasome activity inhibition. And ABT-737, the autophagy inducer, did not influence the
α-synuclein expression. Interestingly, the group of the six RILs with highest α-synuclein
protein expression were not affected by all three drugs, indicating their high expression
may be caused by relatively higher resistance against the three drugs comparing with
NL5901, SCH4856 and the low expression group.

4. Advancing quantitative analysis in genetic divergent C.
elegans-perturbation research
Analysis of perturbations in C. elegans follows a clear path in this thesis where the
analysis approaches become more complex with each chapter. From the straightforward
discrete analysis of combined perturbations of virus infection and heat stress in chapter
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3 to the quantitative genetic analysis of genetic perturbation by human α-synuclein
introgression using genotypic and phenotypic information in RILs in Chapter 4 and 5
(Figure 1). The inclusion of genetic variation in the genetic perturbation studies was
based on CeNDR (The Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource) that has
been built as a central platform for collecting the updated genetic information about
wild isolates, including distribution and sequences [78]. CeNDR provides a genetic
variation resource for the analysis of quantitative genetic studies, including eQTL and
QTL detection in C. elegans based on mapping data obtained from WormQTL. WormQTL
is a platform where published datasets have been collected for comparative analysis
and meta-analysis [79]. In addition, a network-assisted hypothesis-generating server
WormNet was used including a context-centric approach to investigate key genes
involved in physiological processes [215]. These tools and platforms helped on collecting
the expanded dataset and effort related to genetic variant C. elegans and facilitate the
related quantitative genetic studies.
In this thesis, I used a novel α-synuclein RIL population and measured the genotypes and
phenotypes on different levels (gene expression and protein expression). Based on the
α-synuclein RILs and newly developed ILs panel to speed up the gene location, I applied
WormNet and CeNDR as the main platforms to select the candidate genetic loci (Figure
1) [234]. I used mediation analysis, which is an analytical framework for investigating
the connection between genetic variation, trait variation, and an intermediate trait
like gene expression. Thus, mediation analysis searches for the candidate causal
intermediator. Mediation analysis has been applied in the response of C. elegans against
abiotic perturbations such as drug response and zinc response [216,241], I extended
the application of mediation analysis to combined genetic variance and genetic
perturbation phenotype (α-synuclein expression) in C. elegans. Among the analysis
processes, I not only combined RILs and ILs to narrow down the specific region to select
polymorphic modifier, but also combined the expression together with phenotypic
data, to look for the new insight on the mediation between the levels in genetically
variant C. elegans (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Contribution to genetic resources and experimental and analytical methods in this
thesis. For genetic variation in perturbation-C. elegans study, there are three main factors involved,
including perturbation type, genetic variant strains and the quantitative analysis methods applied. In
previous studies, the majority of the researches involved a single perturbation, normally a single biotic
(virus, bacteria, microsporidia etc) [15,41,70], abiotic (heat, oxidative stress etc) [242,243] or genetic
perturbation (mutation, editing etc) [8]. In addition, the variant strains applied were a collection of
wild isolates or the RILs constructed from two/multiple wild strains. Moreover, the quantitative analysis
methods previously applied included transcriptomic analysis, QTL/eQTL mapping [163]. In this thesis,
I aimed to include perturbation at the same treatment time, include more genetic variant RILs, and
include a more sufficient analysis method combinations, to broaden the insight into complex genotypephenotype interactions. Therefore, I combined heat stress and Orsay virus infection at the same treatment
time, and I included genetic perturbation of human α-synuclein insertion on the genome background.
For the strains, α-synuclein RILs and ILs were applied. On this basis, finally I combined QTL/eQTL mapping
as well as mediation analysis to investigate the connection among genetic variation, perturbation and
phenotypes.
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In sum, based on abundant studies on single perturbations before, the influence of the
combined biotic and abiotic perturbations was investigated. Genetic perturbation of
human α-synuclein insertion was newly introduced as a fundamental factor involved in
RILs construction, allowing for more perturbation study on this genetic resource. Moreover,
combined QTL/eQTL analysis together with mediation analysis provided an opportunity
to select the causal genes under the genetic variation-perturbation interaction of C.
elegans. From future perspective, based on the genetic resources’ platform, a more
complete network among genes, strains, and species can be expected as the tool to not
only investigate the interaction between different molecular response pathways, but also
explore external gene introgression-related mechanism in model organisms.
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English Summary
Throughout their life, organisms are affected by a range of perturbations including
biotic, abiotic and genetic perturbations. Most of these perturbations affect many
different complex phenotypes related to development and metabolism. Perturbation
induced phenotypic differentiation is strongly determined by the genetic background
and the underlying molecular and genetic response mechanisms. The model organism,
Caenorhabditis elegans has been widely studied for perturbation studies. But so far, our
understanding of the combined effects of biotic, abiotic and genetic perturbations
is limited. In this thesis, abiotic perturbation (exposure to heat stress (HS)) and biotic
perturbation (exposure to Orsay virus (OrV)) were combined, and genetic perturbation was
applied to extended genetic backgrounds in C. elegans to investigate the perturbationorganism interaction.
Chapter 2 reviews the interaction between genetic variant C. elegans and its pathogenic
microbiota. Quantitative genetic analyses have revealed detailed insight into loci, genetic
variants, and pathways in C. elegans underlying interactions with bacteria, microsporidia,
and viruses. As various quantitative genetic platforms and resources like C. elegans Natural
Diversity Resource (CeNDR) and Worm Quantitative Trait Loci (WormQTL) have been
developed, we anticipate that expanding C. elegans research along the lines of genetic
variation will be a treasure trove for opening up new insights into genetic pathways and
gene functionality of microbiota interactions.
Chapter 3 reports on the first experiment of combined abiotic (HS) and biotic (OrV
infection) perturbation in C. elegans. OrV is a natural virus of C. elegans and triggers
intracellular pathogen response (IPR) that involves a number of genes including pals22 and pals-25, which also underlie thermotolerance. We tested the hypothesis that the
response of C. elegans to OrV infection and heat stress are co-regulated and may affect
each other. We conducted a combined heat-stress-virus infection assay and found that
after applying heat stress, the susceptibility of C. elegans to OrV was decreased. This
difference was found across different wild types of C. elegans. Transcriptome analysis
revealed a list of potential candidate genes associated with heat stress and OrV infection.
Subsequent mutant screens suggest that pals-22 provides a link between viral response
and heat stress, leading to enhanced OrV tolerance of C. elegans after heat stress.
Chapter 4 investigates the influence of the genetic perturbation, external human
α-synuclein introgression, in the C. elegans genome. Protein aggregation is an important
factor in the pathogenesis of many neurodegenerative disorder (NGDs) including
Parkinson’s disease (PD). α-synuclein aggregation is a typical characteristic in PD, and the
genetic variation is known affecting PD patients’ phenotypic symptom. Based on that,
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human α-synuclein (αS) was introgressed into C. elegans wild strains N2 and CB4856 to
generate α-synuclein strains NL5901 and SCH4856. The phenotypes, mRNA and protein
expression of α-synuclein differed between NL5901 and SCH4856. These two strains were
used as parental strains to construct αS-RILs. The collection and whole genome sequencing
of αS-RILs laid the foundation for studying genetic perturbation in C. elegans. Through
quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping, a QTL on chromosome III was identified related
to the differential expression of α-synuclein on post-transcriptional stage. Subsequently,
pharmacological intervention of ABT-737, MG-132 and Cycloheximide was applied to the
RILs to explore the underlying mechanism of the phenotypic difference. Proteasomal
activity and translation elongation were identified as the processes related to α-synuclein
protein differing among the strains. The results show that genetic variation affected the
phenotype of genetic perturbation, and that the RILs provided a genetic resource for
investigating causal loci. This study also provided more insight into the pathogenesis of
PD.
Chapter 5 further investigates the influence of genetic perturbation (α-synuclein) on
genetic variant C. elegans, focusing on the aspect of genetic regulation. Expression QTL
(eQTL) mapping was applied to the αS RILs to detect the regulatory hot-spots, many of
those located at chromosome V. New ILs with CB4856 introgression on chromosome V
were constructed to further find the causal loci. A combined analysis with tools WormNet
and CeNDR, revealed that txt-14 was identified as the polymorphic modifier of α-synuclein
in C. elegans. In addition, the PD pathogenesis related gene pmk-1 was found upregulated
in αS strains. Moreover, mediation analysis connected phenotypic (protein expression)
and genotypic (genetic map) data analysis, and smi-1 was identified as the mediator of
α-synuclein protein expression in αS RILs, which has an ortholog gene in human and
is related to neurological disease. Together, the combination of ILs and RILs, and the
mediation analysis extended the exploration of genetic perturbation (α-synuclein) in
genetic variant C. elegans.
In conclusion, the research in this thesis focused on perturbation-organism interaction,
and explored the novel complexity from the aspect of perturbation combination and
organism genetic variation, respectively. Through the extension of single perturbation to
combined perturbation, single genetic background to variant backgrounds, more insight
was obtained of the causal loci. In addition, the genetic perturbation represented typical
protein aggregation that is involved in human NGDs, thereby increasing our understanding
towards potential regulatory genes or pathways of human PD progression.
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解我、保护我。我的好朋友们都是带着光芒的小可爱，用温暖和善良包容着我，带
着我好好生活。
当有一点光试图破开深渊时，黑暗的禁锢可能相形之下更显绝望瑟缩。而当点点微
茫缓慢但持续坚定地靠近，温柔地覆盖很多角落时，偶尔地，突然地，也会想要伸
手触摸看看。谢谢那些或长或短、正在或曾经照亮我这一隅的温暖光芒，不断告诉
我被爱是因为值得。
一路走来有很多很多歌的陪伴。曾看到一句话说“再走九千九百九十九步就放弃”，我
想如果戴着耳机，那还可以再多走一点。
春日雨，夏天晴，明天或许不是好天气。秋叶黄，冬雪轻，偶尔也开始期待四季。
仍旧不擅长系好鞋带，但是明黄的鞋子看起来颜色很好看。买了真丝的汉服，但是
现在这里的天气还有点凉，那就等到回国的夏天再穿吧。依旧不知道怎么过好每一
天，但如果我的存在可以对爱我的人有意义，除此之外还能做一些力所能及的贡
献，就最好不过了。即便心中的画地为牢与甘之如饴依旧会继续争斗，但这也许就
是典型的我自己了 :)

To all the people that helped me but I missed to mention: Thank you for your help and
support!
Yuqing Huang
08-08-2022
Wageningen
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